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FRIDAY JANUARY,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

YEAR.

necessity. In the Pecos Valley, extensive improvements to the govern-meirrigation system have promised efficiency and increased the acreunder
cultivation. At Las Vegas,
age
good progress was made on an
np.tion project that wtll reclaim a
portion of the Las Vegas grant and
wu place that section on a basis
oi permanent prosperity, tlsewhere,
irr pation projects outlined years
ago, are on the point of becoming

HEW MEXICO PROSPEROUS AND

to time but without producing any
GOV. E. G. DE BACA
flowing wells thus far.
Livestock Industry.
Stockman have done weil during
TOOK OATH OF OFFICE
the year. The good prices received
for cattle, sheep horses, wool and
nrndncts nf the rancre hac mrant
great prosperity to them. Growing
PROMPTLY JAN. 1ST
conditions were favorable to them.
The winter losses were light and
range conditions were good both as
to grass and water. The national'
forest service has done much to make OATH ADMINISTERED AT ST
the livestock industry much more
BY
eertin in its profits by protecting! VINCENT SANITORIUM
the range within the forests, by;
CHIEF JUSTICE HANNA,
studying range conditions and par-- j
SEVERAL OTHER OFFICIAL
ccimg one me ranc so mat it is
Conditions
have
not overgrazed.
CHANGES
also improved because ot the

nt

ITS PRODUCTION AND: WEALTH

r-

GREATLY INCREASED LAST YEAR

realties.

the dry farming

In

i

LIVE STOCK AND ALL OTHER
MINING, AGRICULTURE,
INDUSTRIES ARE MAKING GOOD PROFITS FOR THE
PEOPLE ENGAGED IN THEM AND RESERVE CAPITAL
GREATLY INCREASED

sections

NUMBER

5, 1917.

of

tiuns of central and northern New
Mexico, success has been almost
In such counties as
phenomenal.
every
Curry and Quay practically
of
hometcad lands has
available acre
taken up and the total crop
production is far beyond anything
that was deemed possible years ago.
Crop adaptation is being reduced to
the certainty of a sc.ence and such
agcicics as the State College and
the I'lTumcari experiment stations
a.'e pointing the way to success on
lands whirh a drcadc ago were dceni-4-le- d
ni only for crazing and that only
at the rate of one steer to forty
!neie. I'ncxpccted wealth has been
:
ro t red in beans and potatoes, as
dry farm crops as
J 'well a such
corn, milo maize, millet, broom
'cor.i feterita, bear grass. The Es- tain ia valley, for instance, practicality a1,.nhned a few years ago after
homesteaders had been
Jjtlic new
ruined by crop failures, tbs
year made wealth for many farmers,
f automobiles, sever- so " "t ?CHr,es
lal new banks, and properous
are evidences of prosperity.
Cotton is now grown as far north
and Paul
Dairying
ia Ouav countv.
I
J I ...iai ...
's!,iry r
nidun y iu
iarmiig nave duueu The
school
dry farm enterprises.
census this year shows that the ten
eastern counties today have 40,000
persons of school census age, as
against 78,000 in the sixteen central
and western counties. Twenty years
ago, those same ten eastern counties had a srhool census of less than
10,000 and forty years
ago v'lre
practically uninhabited.
Something like 2,000,000 acres were
filed upon by entrynicn during the
year and millions of acres of stite
4ii.inrl
uMi. cold or leased. Stl.ll.
Jitlicr, remain somctlrng like 27.000,- -

from 'Raton, assisted at the Smith
meeting and gave some valuable information along their Tines.
At Smith the true community
Everybody
spirit was manifested.
was there and stayed all day. The
ladies served a picnic dinner and
veryone left the table with a sense
of fullness. Songs were sung at the
opening of the program and every- ana pruniume
iiony nan a gooa
and
time, visiting with neighbors
farm anr home prodiscussing
blems.
Much interest is being shown in
regards to the Federal Farm Loan
Act. The farmers of Union Connty
of
arf organizing to take advantage
Farm
(his cheap money. National
Loan Associations have been organized at Smith, Grandview, Rurn.itt,
I.one Star, New Home, Hayden, Sedan, Amistad and Stead. Several
mnre communities are planning to
organize in the near future.
Literature on the Federal Farm
Loan Act can lie had by writing to
Farm Loan II. man,
the Federal
Treasure Department, Washington,
I). ('. The Comity Aer'eulturist also
has a supply of this literature on
hand and will mail it t
any one
devritm it. He will a'sn help lo orif
association
an
ganize
any coin-"i"ty desires bis assistance.- - - On in
I'ci.ty; County Agriculturist.

ID

NEW MEXICO BOYS
ARE THE BEST OF

ANY ON BORDER
COL. E. C. ABBOTTS REGIMENT, NOW ATTACHED TO
GEN. PERSHINGS ARMY
BY
SPECIAL
PRAISED

PRESS REPORTEH.

f'uence of homesteaders,
although
at first the livestock interests look- That the off eers and men of be
td upon this as a calamity. The The oath of offire as governor ad-of
First New Mexico infantry are amoaf
result has been that stockmen have the state of New Mex:co was
t'.i.; best of the guardsmen now o
purchased home ranches and have ministered to K. C. Dc Mac a at 11
the border and ihit they are fast
added to their land holdings either o'clock Mondav morning January
reaching 'he efficiency standards of
by purchase or lease, so as to secure 1st.
the reuul.ir army, is the op nion of
The governor was able to be up
an exe'usive range. This has meant
rilK Yl'.AR OF NFW MEXICO'S PROSPERITY.
l1i
Mcf .anirlilin. representative of
of for onl a few minutes for the cereprotection of watering
pbccs,
the Associated IVes, nt f'oiumbus,
grass, it ha-- meant more credit at mony which was just as short as
$45,000,000
Th xltiLlioti of Miftts
Quarries
is in T"i T'aso f,,r a few days
who
it.
T
the banks and peiuinnent improve- it was possible to make
fevico
"I have observed the N'-f Farms nrtrt Orchards
the
$1.000.000
ments, marking a transition from a
Only n ft w pec ans besides
Mef.ai'g-h'Ulinfantcv " s i,t Mr.
ice and lieuten-'imnrais ng. i;. i in t chief
scientific
stock
to
gamble
$22,000,000
Interests
Pro'hicttmi of Livf?t''k
"and ! have seen it steadily improve
were present.
The actual wlue of all livestock is
froind av to dav ntul fro'T ;iionth
000,000
Prodn'-linnear the hundred million dollar
of Forqsls and Streams
During the week Gov. De Baca
helh'-- e
the
to ri'niih nnli! today
mark, equal to the valuation placed b s been ah'c to s:gn a few com$15,000,000
Production of Milk and Shops
Area ivv; lion is one of til,, most efon all of the railroads in the Stale. missions for appointments on several
ficient units on the border. Regu'ar
Whi p the assessment rolls show only In ards where vacancies have been
$25,000,000
Revenue from Transportation
army officers with whom 1 have
made by the election of persons to CAPITAL CITY FORTUNATE
of
worth
pro$.545.000000
tangible
Soldiers
$40,000,000
talked share this opinion ?nd many
Revenue from .Tdirists, Healthscekers
offices. He
perty in Ucw Mexico, the real value the legislature or county
TO HAVE S. R. HEADQUARTERS of them do not hes'tatc to d clare
his office at
s not far from the B llion Dollar has not vet visited
the New Mexico infantrymen the
mark and the money king who would the Capitol building and it is doubt- $200,000,000
Total
equal of a similar number of regular
come into the State to buy its mines, ful whether he will be able to lo
troops.
its farms, its railroads its city pro- - " next week although it s said One of the
is his intention to be on
growing and very sue-- j "The New Mexico regiment vas
PRODUCTS.
perty its range its forests its live that itthere
of
which
Santa
institutions
the first to respond to President
ressfnl
if
it
is
physically
stock would have to possess for;hand
with sible for him to do so. There is no be is iiistlv proud is the Scottish Wilsons call. rne company, that
than a billion dollars
Gold
$1,350,000
from Deming. did not wait for the
question about t,ov. rie Baca s nerve, Ritc Masonic organization of this
uliieli.tn do it
'
1,800,000 ounces.
Silver
and determination. if it were not fori state which has its hoadquarters in call, but arrived at Coluntbui alx
Manufacturing Indutries.
in
beautiful
north
hours after the Vill a raid upon that
the
the
building
h e would probably1
New Mexico is not yet a manufac the
Lead
7,100,000 pounds
town.
end of this city.
a,,v
e
today.
"JIt
"When the New Mexico regiment
turing state although the products
K.
As an asset to the city in a busi-- 1
91,400.000 pounds
Indsey succeeded
CopfKT
of its mills jnd shops this yeirr for M'l,,V;,e
a
lieutenant governor, ness way this institution is of in-- ; first reached the border, newspaper
36,500,000 pounds
Zinc
the first t me, passed the $10,000,000 the oathi.aca
business men correspondents and others criticized
being administered m his teie.it to
mark. However it offers many adt
and propertv owners of the, city. the showing made by the guards- Total Value of Five Metals
by judge Roberts.
vantages to the manufacturer that
criticism was later, in
chinges were thc advance lust how much business it brines men. and this
over$8,000,000
Coal Production
enterprising capitalists will
R. H. Manna from
measure, at least, justified oy tne
Re
three
annual
its
ment
rl
through
large
jrdge
look for many more years. The pro
to chief justice, the judgc unions whicn are attended by many fact that the physical examinations,
Clav, lime, precious stones, gypsum, salt, cement, building
ducts of m nes, ranqy and farms ofthe shortest unexpired term vis tors every year who spend con- made by the regular army surtreons,
having
beet
for
etc
$3lOO.OOO
raw
material
steel,
fer
the
stone, oil, iron, mica, graphite, guano,
to serve, being the ch'ef justice, un- siderable in thc city individually is resu'ted in fully 40 per cent of the
sugar, and woolen mills, shoe and der our constitution. Judge C. J. not po..;.;.lt to estimate, but the fi soldiers being rejected for physical
$3,000,000
2.700,000 bushels 1 rn
glass factories, and other plants. A Rol.i'ts started on los new eight nancial report ot the secretary tor disability.
$3,200,000
project to develop 20,000 horsepower
2.T05.000 busheljs wheat
Justice llanna will now tin. past yiai shows that nearly
Stendy Improvement Noted.
:n the White Rock Canyon of the verr teim.
f;ic,
servo two ytars as chief instice, his cUI tl onsand dollars was spent lo- - "Since that time, however, the
i,,b:i?
,an!j!winJf
acre5,f
$1.340.000 1000
2 000.000 bushels onU
the
reached
White Rock Canyon has
more
upon
1,
1919:
Rite
the
bv
the
itself
Jan.
term
during
lily
Judge
expiring
has
improved. Col.
.$300,000 l0f state lands that may be leaed or point of consummat on and is but
over fifteen K. C. Abbott,steadily
wil then serve two years as past year and that
100.000 bttshelsjjiar'jy
in command, Major
an example of the water power that chief justice, his term exp:ring Jan. thousand
on
the
was
dollars
purchased.
paid
R.
and
other officers have
$1,750,000 Jj
Ruppc
T.000.000 bushef potatoes
narncssca, mere nemg avau- all of which worked
i92' : Judge Roberts will then again building indebtedness
i" " may lie
r 1111 yea. s K", i"c
to recruit and
unceasingly
mil- half
some
for
that
b.a
purpose
$5,000,000
ducts' of the farm scarcely reached :.lle
b.U' ii.- chief justice for four years, is a direct asset to the city as a bring thc regiment up to a h'gh
400,000 tons
Mise'.la
The
lion
valley
1925.
horsepower.
exceed
1,
$40,
whole.
his
$1 COO OOO XI $10,000,000, today they
opiring Jan.
standard and to uphold the honor
million dollar beet sugar
506.000 hiisheliC'Jeans
condensed statement shows the.nr tncjr state. That
with tlie present term of
000,000.
With t'te increase in pro- - will get a1917.
they have sucThe abundance and
mill in
bushefi
Corn
court
a!l
Kafir
come
better
also
Poberts
$4,400,000
following:
4.000,000
ceeded in their task is the unani-imoJiduction,
the Judge w ll serve eightsupreme
ition for marketing, and Strang, to cheapness of coal and lumber
years.
opinion of the regular army
beds of clay, Judges
Beceiptt.
150,000 bushelsyrmfcs
better prices. It also means existence of immense
lioi.a tr.cio Montoya suceeeoen
say,
ficers on duty at Columbus.
Duel
L. (lwcn as a member of the corchurches, post offices, lime, gypsum and other minerals,
2u!64l.50
schools,
$50,000
50,000 bushels riches
Feci
Attached to Punitive EspeditioB
...5.
of the markets of
.,,! thn rroH roads the proximity
commission of the state for Mtacellanrnuf
0
$100,000
ot New poration
40.000 bushels jiars
100,00
"Recently the New Mexico
make rural life, Mexico and the location
l.ue Members
a six year term.
which
of
to
all
help
ment has been attached to the pttni- T.
1ain. and mesas. Mexico midway between the ports of
II. Wagner succeeded Alvin N. Lailie' Certificates, etc
home orchards grapes, plums, prunes
Small fruit, trtf-k- .
z
narr-rribi C,v( of Mr xico and those of White ns superintendent of public
tive expedition, being the only
and agreeable.
Total receipts
cherries, apricot quinces, mulberries, strawberries $1,000,000 5 inorc comfortible
t:onaI guard regiment directly under
advantages instruction.
California, are obvious
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1916,
Mining.
of
lack
of Maior General Persb- command
The
the
manufacturer.
for
W.
L.
H.
brank
Paton
succeeded
broom
feteria,
millet,
spelt,
beets,
corn,
sotjfhuin,
peas,
Sugar
Great as has been the improve- steady employment for thousau is ot:ri:inrv a, fl4t0rnev trcneral.
26.267.42 ing, and it is now doing a consideraac
ment and increase in agricultural
r..en and women, also offers s ;"
peanuts, alfalfa iced, timothy, clover, turnips, etc., $5,000,000
ble share of the outpost duty andh. L. Hall succeeded O. N. Marron
Disbursements.
New Mexico this year re- - lution to a rODiem tnai is narasMng
com2 242 M: guard duty about the base of
treasurer.
Office
state
aJ
$10,000,000 tivities,
h
T'-Poultry, eggs, dairies, butter, Swine, apiaries,
marvelous
as
grow-!tcords an equally
21620.10 munications.
manu facf.irers in big c:th.
Robert P. Ervicn, W .1 ;arrent Reunions
Ten
maniifarturinfr
r
in
mineral
which
iS
1.136.16
years
of
it
has fH--J- J
production.
cftA
"Another honor
buildinf
$10,000,000 J.th
v
Cotton, broom dprn, and other products
undevelop
an nicu intu Maintenance
ann
Council
Supreme
en to the: New Mexicans is the
the Mate proaucea aitogetner indus,rjes has prevented any New oatn, .ntonio
SUCCessors.
own
i
as
t,,fir
Board
of
80,000,000 feet
Lumber
sect.
Directors,
of several of their officers
than $10,000 worth ot metal ana Mcxjco cj,y from becoming a great The changes of assistants and
10000 selection
Board of Directors, life member
trains running
production
Cattle shipments
$10,000,000
,er of p0pUiation so that only one lo es in ,ile severat offices will not All other expenses
l,2oa9S to command truck
Jhis year, the mark,
plac- 'cit
reached the $45,000,000
in the Stale has reached the b
hetween coiummis ana tne neaa- m ,r,ed for severai days.
and
lamb
$10,000,000
25,811.75
Total
disbursements
shipments
......
Sheep
43iUW population marK om nas naiu
quarters of the punitive expedition
uijj lien
"vi states
Balance ou band Jan. 1, 1917,
of the y
in Mexico.
while only two other
Captain Arthur Brock
$2,000,000 J'head amonguicthcrtr mining
Horses, mules, jjoats and burros,
. paSjCt jt
f
rnurs.e u u ul.
k
...1.
timn
wewkiric oe- 126,267.42 and Lieutenant Iran
Wool productioji
t. i
$4,000,000 T orM pvnf in thi wnndprful SUC- -;
u.
nnn..i;nn UNION COUNTY FARMtKa
ing recently assigned to this res- Icess of the Chmo Copper Company of ,,le State is a
ponponsible work.
quantity,,
$45,000,000
OFFICIAL APPOINTMENT
1,000,000 head j of cattle on range
.vctitmtp iwn n
, a, nlimbers is concerned, thus
Men of All Walks of Life.
in Grant county and the better prices
-;
wlike
$15,000,000
LATE AND EARLY .. "Th c New Mexican regiment,
3,500,000 sheeplon range
that prevailed. The coal mines
of municipal
pssibilities
indicating
l
ASSOCIATIONS
LOAN
GANIZE
creased their output both in Colfax expan,ion and as attendant increase
ine viiirious uniis 01 .1uc nu"ii
$1,000,000
100,000 swine
all
men
and
of
from
the
made
is
, allies,
and in McKinley counties,
up
guard,
reaI
o
estate
The last two appointments made walks of life. Included in the ranks
till
$15,000,000
250,000 horses I
d Roads
production would have been
Education, Wealth
K
r.nvernnr McDonald last Jaitur-iar- c
farmers, bankers, clerks, mer
Kcw Mexico during the past year
greater if men to mine the coal had
80,000 dairy coivs
$6,000,000
Farmers
were:
County
chants machinists, mecanics, cattle- been obtainable.
more than $2,000,000 on idu- - The Union
spent
secand
held
was
the t'rst
Henry G. Coors. of Las Vegas, was men miners and not a tew
$1,500,000
17,000 mules f
That the phenomenal production cation. A minimum term of seven stituteweek of December.
One day .anoointed a member of the board WiHentallv. it s the only cownoyi.
regime.it
Bank Resources
of this year, is not a mere spurt, if months for each school, no matter ond
Se- - Df
$40,000,000
held
were
Amistad,
at
meetings
directors of the insane asylum, on the border that boasts of men of
d
indicated by the reports of the Unit- - how small, remote or poor, was
re)-urenvmc,
n
Associations
to
caused
and
the
and
rasamonie,
dan,
vacancy
Lran
by
f,n.the
Uayton,
though
$2,000,000
origin,
Building
States Geological Survey and the tarred and many of the counties n Des Moines
and Smith. The meet-- ! siKnaticn of Ezequiel C de Baca, thcr i considerably healthy rivalry
immense development work that is, arc introducing for next year a
State Lands i
in most, wno served as president of the board, between these and which might be
attended
well
14,000,000 acres.
were
ings
efDroeress. New life, for instance, ninium nine months term. The
The bad weather the last during the administration of Gover-icale- d
cases.
the regubr Americans, it is
$2,000,000
Expended for cjducation
is to come in 1917 to the famous ficlercy of teachers has been gre.it- of the first week kept many- nor McDonald.
rivalrv for efficiency and works
'a
Forest Reserve! and Reservations
le. At htmtn the large15,000,000 acres.
Marcos C. de
of Sandoval wcn in bringing out the best there
within the next few months a large preparation for teaching, more rigid ' mtt"janc, was reached, over 70 countv. was namedaBca,
a member of the it in Wn classes of soldiers.
Public Lands j
27,000,000 acres. Z concentrator and smelter wll be examinations for teachers' certifi- Over three board Gf trustees of the Deaf and; "Altogether Colonel Abbott
has
r.rriltr, tn
'!....
,
.i,. nn,iv peopIP heingi present.
...j -- i :.:.,.,. i
were rcatntu uj Dumb school here, succeeding
Horsepower undeveloped in streams
01 nis men ana
500,000 J! treat the iu.u
reason to be
zinc ores of the Cash Entry prepared teacher.
Compulsory a" tVieTe mpetincs
much interest nriano Lucero. of Cerrillos. one of thc State of proud
New Mexico is to be
as well known tendance is being enforced in every was manifested.
and other almost
the new Santa Fe county represen- - congratulated upon raising one of
and institutes for teachers
mines.
L. Elser, Farm Management tatives, who recently resigned.
icointy,
W.
the best regiments now in thc ser.... UUl -III ti, rhlnn Tomnanv will have- a are held in every county trom two Demonstrator and Assistant County Tne fjrst approintment of the new vice
i
t
.ii uvea (Ilia kUUlHiv,
of Uncle Sam."
Agricultafro.
wiiij
summer,
each
to
the
the.
weeks
nig. -: Agent Leader, rroi. n.. v.
tin
in manv instances sll over the world rival in oroduction from now in de- chief executive was Dennies cnaves
inThe great event bt the year of
of
is
institutions
er
which
e
uan
learning report
Hnth
Aeent in Dairying, Miss
... Start laura
Company,
- Phelps-Dodgas r;amc Warden to succeed T. C.
" - anH piuuuhIiu
Hew Mexico was tht completion de- nuirementa
nu n.y.t
p:-- u
ve omnff coriDer ana otner aeposus rr.nfca ai.ei,u,nec
state Demonstrator in Homel He Rara elected rnnntv clerk of SANTA FF. NOW HAS
ihr and
CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT
the Elephant Butte Dam and itscere- every
as
total
the
M
Burro
in
L.
that
revenues,
V.
s0
Mr.
scale
on
and
a
F.conornicS
the
artirieau,Santa j;e County. This appointment
tsfr;ory
intelligentAidetail of proper cul- well agigantic
suitable
dication in the fall with Senator-Eleircome of the state insitn- - r.,,ntv Airriculturist of Coifs x Cotin- - was made 1 uesday morning Jan.
f
the Orsan mountains. How ari-fa- l
tivatitn nf
j
monies. United Stats
dollar
i .., a;sted the County Agriculturist 2nd.
of marketing. Thi is whv the ao- - thoroughly this company goes at the tion:
ring the million
The city council at a special meetA A. Jones, representing President
r
and gave
work is demonstrated at the mining, mark. A considerate porison
of the irrigated lands
at a of these meetings fr
the
of
Wednesday evening, accepted
ing
.
..
..
V
l
.V
Wilson. The new dam has a larger pies
r
miiniPCICnt
s
f
mm
land
thtc
the
t
mAllnt.
T
..lire
.....
rr,mf - " r
,,r
.
.
WIS Drrn ...
T.
west ana iNorinwesr : ceil in tne eaiui. vi x yitM! lil ,U.
i.,n.T
thc proposition of the volunteer fire
Very IIIICI CM "l
than the Assouan p.
mc
maae
a
tne
in
erant
tnat
Aeent
make
model
Acrrirnltiiral
storage capacity and
to
it
...i
congress
for
In nrHer
MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER ossoriMion
to take over their hall
it impounds the
dam on the Nile,
Act of territorial days EI Paso S. W Ry. Co. and Dr. E.
n
fruit of equal camp and at the same time the most- Fergusson
and fir, house and organize a city
iGrande for the tions the
New
Act
and
water, of the RioMesilla
the
the
PhelpsEnabling
in
admitting
ARRESTED
world,
ARMOUR
beautiful
Inspector
the
p Johnson,
OF C E.
Veterinary
fire department.
Va l ey in quality rots on the trees because of
The, income
Hndo-emraeed Architect Mexico to statehood.
irrigation of the
neonle
i.eL. r
This action was taken by the city
New Mexico, the EJ Paso valley m
was
$700,
lands
this
for
from
the
is
state
who
year
in a snecial meeting called
responsible
in
council
ornwera
Goodhue,
all
nf
the
detail,
th.
valley
Grande
,
Ri3
the
and
Y.
M.
U
000 and next year will probably passi t Albuquerque, a spiendtd
Texas,
E. V. Blancett, who shot himself Wednesday night to act on the of- beauty of the San Diego Exposit-ondeand
000000
cnmnleted
in Mexico.
Snys the Chamber of production and distribution.
mark.
laid
He
was
!a
it
tnwn
the
.t..
K;tintr
after his arrest at Friday Harbor fer m,,dc some time ago by the
to
Commerce of the United States in "Throughout all time the inhabi- - ollt jn accordance with the lines of, The banks pf the State, in their dicated. New churches, new school
A vote of thanks was
probably will recover. Chief 5ci;.tion.
all tanta of the ftecert have tieen mr.n nf .,
.
,
. . i
rircnlar: "Practically
nt
1
1...-neur
re.
. k...11.nfTe
.t,n...
.
.r
.
-. ..r.n
rpinitr.
..v..
P.. Galusha of A'buquerqu
iim-l
omut.
new
:
gone tendered the firemen, the board of
an.nuci.i- ikm sira"i"H
nouses,
J.
Ine jxew Mexico SiyiC
ii,iu...e,s,
j
.7.
"V
oe
can
,force and originality both in thought ,,re after studying the Palace and ces exceed ng $40,000,000. The build-- , s;dences are looming up in every to Friday Harbor with a requisition cntn, and Fire Chief Owen for
igrscultural products
endeavor.
Their civilizations th nfW Museum at Santa Fe and in? and loan associations have
more successfully on ,rrJRaten
and population center,
tli-for him.
enterprise shown to help the
tne
More
tnat,
than
have ever been marked aijke by th, New Mexico Building at San sources exceeding $1,500,000.
than otherwise.
There; T licre was little railroad building
Heacock and Cornell, who with
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Austria-Hungary-

BY COMMISSION

It.
"As for the future, the disaster!
caused by the German declaration of

war und the innumerable outrages
committed by Germany and her allies
Entente Powers Declare Propo- against both belligerents and neutrals,
demand
penalties, reparation and
sition for Conference Empty
guarantees. Germany avoids mention
of any of these.
and Insincere.
"In reality these overtures mado by
the central powers are nothing nioro
than a calculated attempt to influence,
future course of war and to end it
REPARATION 0IM1NDED the
by imposing a German peace. The ol
ject of these overtures is to create
dissS( union In public opinion in the
allied countries. Hut that
opinDisclaim Responsibility for War ion ha. In spile of all th"public
sacrifices
endured by the allies, already given its
and Deny Foes' Assertion
answer with admirable firmness and
That Victory Is Theirs.
has denounced the empty pretense of
Hie declaration of the enemy powers.
"They have the fu'hor object of
!'
stiffening public opinion in Germany
and in the countries allied to her; one
Tim text of the reParis, .Ian.
ami all severely tried by their losses,
ply of the allied governments to til" worn oni bv economic pressure, and
Ortiuin peace pri ijiosuIr. given on Inc. (ril.hed ,y tile supreme (Holt Wll.etl
'Ml, follows:
has beep imposed upon tlieir inhabi"Tli" it
govi rnmnnls of Belgium, tants.
"finally, these overtures attempt to
Krani'". Ureal llritaiii, Italy, Japan.
jusiily in advance in the eyes of ih"
Montenegro, Portugal. Rumania,
m!
woild a series of crimes, submarine
for tinand K'Thia. u n it
or ilicir peoples ami warfare, deportations, forced labor ami
of th"
of th" inhabit aal s
t s taken
licit t'i lorii'd enlistment
faitliful Id oncag'
viola-lay down llifir aims separately, hae nauiM their own country and
ions of neiH raiity.
resolved to reply collectively in h
((inscioiis of the gr.ivii ,' of
prcii riilfil prnpii-i- i ions of peace vvliieti
were addressed In them (in behalf of this tnoiiMiit, hut ciii:il!v con sc is ut
tfl" "lieniv
ornmelits, ihroilh 111" ils IC'lllirelnellts. tile allied "OVefiIn rmciliary of
th" 1'niied Stat".-- . incuts, closely united to one anoih"!'
and in perfect sympathy with their
Hw it Z"i I.iikI ami Holland.
"Il' fof" niaUinir any reply " allied k oples, refuse to consider a propurt.il
powers desire a M c a rl y to prnicst .which is empty and insincere.
Rtainsi the t vo essential assert Inns of no "Once again th" allies declare that
pejeo is possible so long as they
tli" note of tli" enemy powers, that
have not secured reparation for violat
pretend to throw iipnn 111" allies
ed
rights and liberl i"S. he recognition
liility for tli" war ami proclaim o! Hi"
principle of nationalities and of
the victory of the central powe rs.
existence of .small slates; so
"Til" allied governments cannot ad the free
long as they have not brought about a
ni It an affirmation doubly inexact and
settlement calculated to end at on' "
wlili li suffers io render sterile all ten ami for all
forces which have cons'
tativo negotiations.
a perpetual menace to the na"The allied nations have sustained tions and to afford Hie only effective
for thirty months a w ar hey did ev- guarantee for the futuie sec.iri'y of
erything to avoid. They have shown ih" w orld.
to
tiy their nets their attachment
"In conclusion Hie allied powers
That attachment is as strong think it necessary to put forward the
pence.
1911
It
ns
in
was
today
following considerations, which show
"lint It is not upon the word of Hi" special situation of Belgium after
of
violation
the
after
Gennnny.
two and a half years of war;
gagemcnts, that the peace broken li.v
"In virtue of th" International treat
her may be based."
ies signed by five great. European
"A mere suggestion, without n stateof whom Germany was one,
ment of terms, that ncgot iat ions should powers,
Belgium 'enjoyed before the war a
Is
an
not
offer of peace
be opened,
status, rendering her territory
The putting forward by the imperial special
inviolable and placing her, under tli
lacksham
a
of
proposal
government
guarantee of the powers, outside ail
ing all substance and precision would European conflicts. She was, however,
appear to be less tin offer of peace in spile or tliese treaties, tne nrsi to
than a war maneuver. It is founded on suffer the aggression of Germany. Eor
of the this reason tincalculated misinterpretation
Belgian government
character of the struggle in th" past, thinks it necessary to define the aims
the present and the future.
whiih Belgium has never ceased in
"As for the past, the Herman not"
pursue while fighting side by side
takes no nccount of the facts, dates with the entente powers for right and
and figures which establish that the justice.
war was desired, provoked and de"Belgium has always scrupulously
clared, by Germany and
fulfilled the duties which her neutralimposed upon her. She- has taken
"At The Hap.no Conference it was a ity arms
to defend her Independence
up
German delegate who refused all pro- and
her neutrality violated by GerI.
In
lid
for
disarmament.
July,
posals
and to show that she remains
It was Austria Hungary who, after many
faithful to her international ouliga-- t
having addressed to Serbia an unpreions."
cedented ultimatum, declared war
"tin the Hi of August, 1914, In th"
upon her In spite of the satisfaction
Itciclislag the German chancellor adwhich had been accorded at once.
constituted
"The central empires then rejected mitted that this aggression
to the laws of
nil attempts made by the entente to un injustice contrary
nnd pledged hitnscll in the
bring about a pacific solution of a nations,
name of Germany to repair it. Hirpurely local conflict: Great Britain ing two and
a haif years his in just ice
suggested a conference; France pro- has boon
cruelly aggravated by the proposed an international commission;
forces, which
the emperor of liussia asked the Git- ceedings of the occupying
the
man Emperor to go to arbitration, nnd have exhausted the resources of
its
ruined
industries, devascanm to country,
Russia and
an understanding on the eve of th tated its towns and villages, and have
masconflict. Hut to all these efforts Ger- - been responsible for innumerable
executions and imprisonments.
many gave neither answer nor effect, sacres, this
"At
very moment, wliile Gi
"Itelgiimt was invaded by an em
is proclaiming peace and huiiim-Itpire which had guaranteed her neuto the world she is deporting lb
trality, and which had the assurance
to proclaim that treaties were 'scraps gian citizens by thousands and reducof paper' and that 'necessity knows no ing them to slavery.
"Belgium before the war asked h,r
law.'
"At the present moment these sham nothing but to live in harmony villi
offers on the part of Germany rest on her neighbors. Her king and her govthe. 'war map' of Europe alone, which ernment have but one aim the
of pence and justice. Hut
a superrepresents nothing more than
ficial and passing phase of the situa- they only desire peace which would astion and not the real strength of the sure their country legitimate
guarantees and safeguards lor
belligerents. A peace concluded upon
these terms would bo only to the ad the future."
.
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READY TO TALK

MAN DECLARES FEDERAL
IN CAPITAL MAY HAVE

Washington. Klisco Arredondo, the
Mexican ambassador - designate, announced that he had been requested
by his government to come to Mexico
City and confer, with Gen. Carranza
and his advisers over relations with
the United Stales. He said he expected to return here in about three
weeks and to resume his duties as
of the de
diplomatic representative
facto government.
When Gen. Carranza sent his recent
appeal for modifications in the protocol drawn by the American-MexicaCommission, it was reported that he
would withdraw Mr. Arredondo as a
mark of his displeasure at the action
of the American commissioners in demanding a final decision by Dec. 2(1.
Mr. Arredondo denied then that he
was to lie withdrawn and declared
that if he left Washington, it would be
to confer with bis chief, as he did recently.
Germans Press Enemy in East.
Germans continued on Tuesday to
push back Russians and Rumanians
at most points in Moldavia and
Itussians hold positions and
repulse attacks between Huzeu and
Danube rivers. London Daily Mail
condemns Saloniki expedition and
urges its recall as futile, saying
troops sent there might have turned
tide on western front. Macedonia situation unchanged. Vigorous artillery
duels in Austro-Italiatheater. Patrol parties cause chief activity on
British
western
front,
repulsing
strong patrol action near Vcrmelles.
DIEGO SHOW CLOSES.

Power Wire Kills Aged Couple.
Tucson, Ariz. Raymon Torres and
his wife, both more than 80 years old,
were killed by electrocution when they
tried to go under a barbed wire fence
to New Year services at the ancient
Ban Xavler mission. A coroner's jury
decided that an electric light power
line had broken and fallen on the
fence. Investigation led Sheriff Forbes
to offer (250 reward for the apprehension of persons who, he believes,
tapped the live wire and attached it
to the fence.

Seven Eclipses Slated for 1917.
Washington. Four eclipises of the
sun and three of the moon, the greatest number possible in a single year,
will occur in 1917, according to a
memorandum issued by the naval obThe last year in which
servatory.
seven eclipses came was early In the
last century, and the next will be
1935.
On Jan. 8 the.-- e will be a total
eclipse of the moon by the earth's
shadow, visible throughout th United
States, beginning at 12:50 a. m. and
ending at 4:39 a. m., eastern time.

To Smelter Only Contract Ores.
Douglas. Notices have been sent
out by the Copper Queen Mining Company, It waa learned here, advising
11 customers
that the company will
refuse to smelt any ore except consignments from those having contracts. The ruling further specifies
that no ores In excess of contract
agreements will be accepted. Mining
men said the effect of the ruling
would shut oft a large quantity of
opper or from outside sources.

Proposes Thirteenth Farm Loan Bank
Cholera Epidemic Abates.
Washington. Assailing the Federal
Tokio. The cholera epidemic has Farm Loan Board for not locating a
greatly abated. No new cases have farm loan bank in Colorado or adjabeen reported in Tokio since Nov. 15, cent territory. Senator Shafroth Introand th rate of increase throughout duced
bill to create
thirteenth
the empire has fallen to about twenty farm' loan bank district to Include
cases daily.
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New
Mexico and establish the hank In
Denver. The new arrangement would
Lafayette Cox Commits Suicide.
Alamo a, Lafayette Cox, 62, and take Colorado and New Mexico from
committed
suicide by the district controlled by the Wichita
unmarried,
bank, Wyoming from the Omaha
shooting himself with a
r
e placed bank and Utah from th Berkeley,
rifle, which
Cal., district
gainst his lower jaw.

More Than Two Million Saw Exposition yi Year Just Closed.
San Diego The Panama-Californi- a

International Exposition closed its career at midnight Jan. 1 with the distinction of having been open to the
public continuously for two years.
Among congratulatory telegrams received by President G. A. Davidson
was one from President Woodrow
Wilson, which read:
"May I not convey to the San Diego
Exposition Association my warm congratulations upon the completion of
a unique and valuable service to the
art and industry of the country?
(Signed) "WOODROW WILSON."
The attendance during the year is
estimated by exposition officials in
excess of 2,250,00", slightly under
the record established in 1915.
Additional Railway Legislation.
Washington. Congress got back to
business to find that President Wilson Is determined upon passage of
additional railroad legislation, including the bill compelling investigation
before strikes may be called.
Colorado Legislature Convenes.
General
Denver. The Twenty-firs- t
Assembly of Colorado began its sessions at noon Jan. 3. Democrats control both branches, having a majority
of one In the Senate and Thirteen In
the House.
Representative Boone
Best of Kiowa county was agreed
upon for speaker of the House, and
Senator William H. Adams of Alamosa for president pro tern of the
Senate. F. E. Tibot of Fountain was
for
nominated
by the minority
speaker.

Newwpnpt--

Mrs. Henry M. Flagler, second wife
sf the late Henry M. Flagler, multimillionaire, who developed Florida, recently married Judge Robert Worth
Binni-pof Lnie"""" Kv
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ROUT
OF
PETROGRAD ADMITS
HER ARMIES BEFORE PURSUIT OF TEUTONS.

Government Guided By the Same
Kl Paso, Tex. Francisco Villa was
Spirit of Amity and Complaisance
to have been at Concho, sixty
reported
in
Wilson
Message.
Expressed
miles south of Chihuahua City on Friday and was moving north toward tho
nien News Service.
W. hI' ni
state capital with a force of 5,000 men,
Washington, Dec 29. The text of a Mexican mining man who arrived on
the Austrian peace note, sent through the
delayed Mexican Central train reAmbassador l'cnfield to the State Deported upon his arrival on the Amerifollows:
partment,
can side of the river.
In reply to the
"Aide Memoire.
Ho also confirmed the reports of
aide memoire communicated on the the
fighting between the Carranza
21'nil Inst, to his excellency the Ameriforces stationed at Uustamante, ten
the
procan ambassador, containing
miles Bouth of Santa Rosalia, at Santa
posals of the President of the United Rosalia and other garrisons along the
of
an
exchange
States of America for
Mexican Central, north of Jiminez.
views among the powers at present at
The mining man said Gen. Murgula
of
war for the eventual establishment
has fewer men in the Chihuahua City
peace, the imperial and royal govern- garrison than had been reported and
ment desires particularly to point out said
there was a strong feeling in the
that, in considering the noble proposal capital that the Carranza commander
ol the President, it is guided by the
be forced to evacuate the city
same spirit of amity and complaisance might
and come north toward the border by
ns finds expression therein.
Villa's superior force.
"The President desires to establish
a basis for a lasting peace without
National Bank Resources Gain.
wishing to indicate the ways and
Resources of national
Washington.
govand
The imperial
tin una.
royal
banks
of
the
United
States, Compof
ernment considers a direct exchange
troller Williams announced, have inviews among belligerents to be the creased more than
$4ion,oijo,noo durmost suitable way of attaining this
two
and now aggrelast
the
years
ing
of
end.
Adverting to lis declaration
$15,5211,000,000,
exceeding by
the 2t li Inst., in which It announced gate
the total reabout $1,1100,000,000
its readiness to enter Into peace ne- sources of the Bank of
England, the
gotiations, it now lias the honor to Hank of France, the Bank of Russia,
the
of
that
representatives
propose
the German Reichsbank, tho Hank of
belligerent powers convene at an
Italy, the Dank of Spain, the Hank of
on
neutral
some
date
al
place
early
The Netherlands, the Bank of Denground.
mark, the Swiss National Bank and
'The imperial and royal govern- the
Imperial Hank of Japan comin
the
concurs
ment likewise
opinion
bined.
the
after
of the President that only
termination of the present war will it
be possible to undertake the great and Colorado Population Placed at 962,060.
Washington. The Bureau of Cendesirable work of the prevention of future wars. At an appropriate time it sus, in Its final estimates for 1910, eswith the timates that the state of Colorado now
will be willing to
I'nited States of America for the real- has a population of 943,334 whites and
18,720 colored. The last official cenisation of this noble aim."
sus, taken in 1910, gave Colorado
whites and 15,009 colored. The
Seek New Waite Trial.
of various cities in
New York. Claiming new evidence present population
Colorado is estimated as follows:
of the insanity of Dr. Arthur Warren
Houlder, 11,009; Colorado Springs, 32,- Waite, confessed murderer of John 13. 971; Denver, 200,800; Fort Collins,
Peck of Grand Rapids, Mich., Walter
Greeley, 11,420; Pueblo, 51.4C2;
H. Deuel. Walte's attorney, and his
Trinidad, 3.S75.
are
Frank
Waite,
preparing
brother,
to seek a new trial for the man, now
Campbell Sworn In as Governor.
awaiting death at Sing Sing.
Tom
Phoenix, Ariz. Governor-elec- t
Campbell, in the presence of half a
Villa Force Takes Town of Saltillo,
dozen friends and newspaper men was
El Paso, Tex. Villa partisans here
sworn in as governor of Arizona by
announced Friday that forces operatSuperior Judge Frank Lyman Dec. 30.
ocVilla
had
the
of
banner
under
ing
of
state
the
the
capital
De Baca Sworn in as Governor.
cupied Saltillo,
of Coahuila, located between Torreon
Santa
Fe, N. M. Esequiel C. de
dewas
and Monterey. The report
Baca took the oath of governor at St.
nied by Carranza officials here.
Vincent's sanitarium in the presence
of a few personal friends and political
President Is 60 Years Old.
intimates.
Washington. President Wilson, CO
Carranza Quarantine Officer Dies.
of
waB
Dec.
the
28,
recipient
years old
San Antonio, Tex. Dr. Carlos Namany congratulatory messages from
all parts of the country and abroad. tion, chief quarantine officer of the
Carranza government, died suddenly
of heart disease while visiting in
Argentine Wheat Harvest poor,
wheat Laredo.
Argentina's
Washington.
harvest will be one of the poorest the
Million Blaze Burns 300 Cars.
country ever has had, due to damage
by drouth and locusts.
Toronto. The King street barns of
Toronto street railway were
the
Sir Hiram Maxim Left $165,000.
burned with a loss of $1,000,000. Three
London.
Sir Hiram Maxim, the In- hundred cars were destroyed.
ventor, who died recently, left an estate of 33,000.
Texas Bank Robbed of $5,000.
Sherman, Tex. Five robbers blew
Joffre Named Marshal by Poincare. open the safe of the Hagerman State
Paris President Poincare has de- Bank at Hagerman and escaped in
creed Gen. Joffre a marshal of France. an automobile with $5,000.
7S3,-41-
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Bomb Cigars Sent Through Mail.
Los Angeles. A trail of the mysteri-

ous "loaded" cigars, each containing
a bomb of sufficient strength to mutilate the face of the smoker, became
nation-wide- ,
when Postal Inspector
such
Ranger learned that twenty-fivcigars had been mailed on an
Fork Santa Fe
Los Angeles-Astrain. Two more cigar bombs were received in Los Angeles Wednesday. It
was learned that the other cigars were
addressed to various points in the
United States.
e

east-boun- d

h

Campbell Inaugurated Governor.
Phoenix, Ariz. Thomas E. Campbell,
Rep., was inaugurated governor of
Arizona Monday. There were no Inaugural ceremonies, for Gov. G. W.
P. Hunt, incumbent, claims the office
and when Gov. Campbell went to the
executive offices he fojnd them
locked. Gov. Campbell delivered his
inaugural address to a great crowd
that filled the Capitol grounds. Gov.
Campbell was declared officially elected by the State Canvassing Board and
given a plurality of 30 votes over
Hunt,

Agree on Bonds to Meet Deficit.
Washington. President Wilson has!
tentatively agreed with administration
leaders in Congress on a bond issue
to meet part of the treasury deficit
which confronts the government for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918,
estimated at about $180,000,000. With
Allies Reply to Peace Offer Ready. Secretary HcAdoo the President Is
Washington, Dec. 30. The reply of working on other plans for raising adthe allies to Germany's peace proposal ditional revenue. The President has
of Dec. 12 will be handed to the am- pointed out that he believe a bond
bassador of the United States In Paris issue should be used only to moot temporary and emergency expenditures..
cert Wednesday.
Refuses to Negotiate Commerce Pact
Washington. The Russian governnew
ment has declined to negotiate
commercial treaty with the United
States to replace the treaty abrogated
by the American Congress under the
laft administration.

NeWKjiuper t'niun News Ser.iee.

WeHU'i-l-

Mexico,

Edward Keating, the congressman
Colorado, spent rather an odd
vacation for a congressman. The day
after congress adjourned he hired a
guide and went on a sightseeing tour
of the capital city. He declared that
while congress was In session ha had
never had time to see the sights of
Washington.
from

BY FOUR

PARTIES IN NOVEMBER
ELECTION.

President Wilson Received 9,116,296
Votes and Hughes 8,547,474
Prohibition Candidate Gains.
Complete official reelection
show that Mr. Wilson received 9,110,-29votes and Mr. Hughes 8,517,474,
a plurality of 50S.822 for Mr. Wilson.
In 1912, Wilson, Democrat, received
0,297,099; Taft, Republican, 3,810,399;
Hoosevelt, Republican, 4,124,959.
The vote for llenson, Socialist candidate for President, was 750,000, with
eight missing states estimated, against
901,873 for Debs, Socialist, in 1912;
and for llaly, Prohibitionist camli-anfor Hanly, Prohibitionist
for Chafln, Prohibition candidate in 1912.
The total popular vote for the four
candidates was 18.038.S71, as against
15,045,322 in 1912. This is an increase
of 3,593,549, accounted for by the Increased population and the woman
vote in the new suffrage states.
The following is a table showing
the vote by states for Wilson and
Hughes:
Ilunhcs.
Wilson.
STATU.
York.

New

turns

on

the presidential

0

candi-207,92-

!I7.778
33 170
112.1S6
4li(',.:!i9

Albania
Arizona

Arkansas
California

17S.S1G

Colorado

M.7K6

('(nupctlcua
Delaware
Florida

66,10

12,r, S31
7H.H21

li(.orKia
Idaho

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Ijoliisiaaa

324,063
221.61)9
314. 5X8
26:i,Slii0

79.785
64,118
138.359
247.885
2S6.775
179.152
80.383
398.032
101.063
158,827
17.776
43,779

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michiifan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
.Montana

Ixmdon The dawn of 1917 found
the belligerent armies virtually deadlocked everywhere except in Rumania.
It found also in the air a suggestion,
by the Teutonic ullies that they are
ready to discuss peace, but the entente allies have signified their determination to continue fighting until
their officially repeated desires are
complied with.
Petrograd. Tho attack of the Teutonic forces In Rumania continues
with unabated vigor and the Russian
and Rumanian troops have been
obliged to make further withdrawals.

18,G38,87iyOTESGAST
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FAVORS EXCHANGE OF VIEWS BY
WARRING POWERS.

PEACE

Service.

Jan. 3. Carranza
forces met and defeated a Villa command at iiustillos, fifty miles west of
Chihuahua
City, on the Mexican
Northwestern railroad, Dec. 27, a Carranza official from Chihuahua City,
The Villa
who arrived here states.
force was commanded by Juan Murga,
who lias been operating north and
west of Chihuahua City.
Sixty Villa
prisoners were taken and executed,
the Carranza official said.
Carranza forces now occupy San
Antonio, Cusiliiiii iacliic and Guerrero,
this official said. Julio Acosta, who
was left in command of the Villa
wounded ut Guerrero, fled to the
mountains, he reported, and had abandoned tho wounded. A skirmish occurred Dec. 27 at Pcdernales, twenty-twmiles west of Cusihuiriachic and
the small Villa force there driven
buck into the mountains, the Carranza
official said.

Juarez,

Mexican-America-

Austin Hungarian empire and Bulgaria. This will solidify the territory
dominated by the Teutonic empires
and remove an obstacle in the path of
German progress toward the Persian
gulf.
5 -- Partition
of Albania between
Gre( ce and the combined state of
Serbia and Montenegro. This is designed by Germany as compensation
to Greece If she refuses to join the
allies and to Serbia for the cessation
of nor'heastern territory to Hungary
and Bulgaria.
C
Erection of Independent kingdoms of Poland and Lithuania.
7 -- Evacuation
of northern France
by Germany without indemnity.
S
Restoration to Germany of her
colonies In Africa, Kiau C'hau and the
Pacific islands.
9 Agreement of the powers upon
world peace guarantees, including disarmament, freedom of the seas and a
league to enforce peace, to bo considered at a conference continuing the
peace conference on territorial terms.
Germnny believes these are not only
fair but extremely moderate terras.
Germany, It is stated, is prepared to
pay a large Indemnity as reparation

high-powe-

BATTLE LINE,

TO EVACUATE.

Washington, Jan. 4. The end of all
efforts on the part of the United
States looking toward a peaceful adjustment of Mexican internal affairs
through diplomatic parleys with the
f'urranza government, was seen here
Tuesday.
Following a session of the
Commission which lasted
through most of the day and did not
break up until after
o'clock. Secretary Lane of the American Commission announced that Gen. Carranza
had definitely and finally refused to
ratify the Atlantic City protocol, lb
a conipiitiied this statement
with a
copy of the protocol, which had. not
hiiherto been made public.
The adjournment of the parley, following the withdrawal of Klisco Arte
dondo, the Mexican ambassador-designate- ,
which became known earlier In
the day, was taken in official circles
to mean that all negotiations with ths
Carranza government are now closed.
Secretary Baker said no plans for
immediate withdrawal of Pershing's
Hoops had been considered.
Carranza '.s reply will not be mado
public. He is understood to have
taken the position thai lie could not
sign the protocol because it would put
him in a position of sanctioning the
presence of American troops on Mexican soil.
Tli" text of the protocol signed at
Atlantic City was made public by the
America n commissioners.

SAN

THUNDERING

BANDIT MOVING NORTH

MEXICO.
s S.

WELCOME
jGUNS
YEAR 1917 ON BLOODY FRENCH

FORCE SEIZES BA1MD
OF SIXTY PRISONERS AND
EXECUTES THEM.

WASHINGTON

fliloll

GIANT DEADLOCK

CARRANZA

AMBASSADOR

Germany Gives U. S. Peace Terms.
Washington, Jan. 3. Germany is
willing to conclude peace with the al
lies on a basis of mutual reparation,
restoration of all the small kingdoms
Involved In the war and adequate
guarantees for the security of world
peace, according to details reported to
('resident Wilson, summarized as fob
'ows:
Restoration of Belgium as an In
dependent sovereign state on condition that neither its frontier nor Antwerp shall be fortified.
2
Reparation for Belgium by Germany, reparation for Greece by the al
Ilea, and reparation for Germany and
Austria by Russia to compensate for
damages occasioned by the invasion of
East Prussia and Oalicia.
3 Restoration of Serbia and Montenegro as ono Independent sovereign
state under a ruling family other than
of
the
dynasty
Karageorgevitch
Serbia.
4
Restoration of Rumania, provld
ed Rumania cedes to Hungary an i
Bulgaria a atrip along her western
boundary which, together with a strip
from northeastern Serbia, will const!
tute a connecting link between the
1

(7

Western
o I'll Nwki;ui.-

WAR NATIONS IN

NEAR CHIHUAHUA

TROOPS TO WITHDRAW
FIRST CHIEF'S

KEATING

EDWARD

VILLA DEFEATED

Around liralla, on both sides of the
Danube, the invaders have further
driven in the defenders of the terriNear Kokshany and thence
tory.
southeast to the Danube, Petrograd
reports the Russians and Rumanians
have taken up ne positions without
pressure from the Teutonic allies.
In the Verdun sector east of .the
Chambrettes farm the Germans at-- I
tempted a strong surprise attack
against the French position, but were
repulsed, according to Paris.
London, Dec. 30. The battle of the
Soiume is pictured as a sweeping tri- umph for the entente allied arms in a
detailed report by Gen. Sir Douglas
Halg, which covers operations from
July 1 to Nov. 18. General Haig terms
the battle a triumph In which the German western armies were only saved
from complete collapse and a decisive
defeat by a protracted period of unfavorable weather that prevented the
forces from taking full
advantage of their successful advance.
Anglo-Frenc-

Pressing in upon southern Moldavia
from three sides, apparently with all
their vigor, the forces of the central
powers are making progress against
rtiff resistance. On the Transylvanian-Moldavia2" r24
frontier, in the region north
4U.M!7
and In the Dobrodja
cl Rimnik-Sarat- ,
4M.:,Ui
1H2,3IIS
opposite Ilraila, Berlin reports the
inr,,r14
and Bulgarian troops
25. 71)4
14.611 nie advancing.
11.225
Tht Rumanian province of Dobrudja
56.368
1,1.',2,316 now is almost cleared of defenders.
841,0(15
West of the Meuse, in the Verdun
280.4411
the German
277,656 region, the forces of
241,854 crown
prince have repulsed attacks by
6.644
69,506 French troops against the new Ger117.347 man
positions on Le Mort Homme.
268.81 2
Austro-Gcrma-

339,097
179 544
4,253
369 339
66.750
117.771
12.127
43 723
268,982
31,161
873.510
120.890
52,651
514.836
97.233
126.813
703.734
44.858
1,809
64,261
116 114
64.949
64.133
40.250
49.359
167,244
143.123
221,323
21.698

NEW

YEAR

WISHES TO WILSON.

Cabled to President by Rulers of Bel
.
I
J ft ....
nanuiis,
liycrcni aiiu iicuiii &(.(.of
Celebration
New
Washington.
211,1118
33.553
Year Day in Washington was without
"56 880
many of tho official features which
168.383
55 271
have marked the advent of the New
604,946
Year in the past. President Wilson
148,123
120.087
held no New Year reception, a custom
621.784
he omitted when he came in office,
40.394
61.846
and Secretary Lansing did not give
69,191
the customary diplomatic breakfast.
153.334
Tennessee
Texas
Secretaries Baker of the War Depart285,909
Utah
84,025
ment and Daniels of the Navy, how22.708
Vermont
102 824
Viridnla
ever, held receptions.
183.388
Washington
Cablegrams from virtually all rulers
140 403
West Virginia
193.042
Wisconsin
of the world, wishing the President
28 316
Wyoming
a Happy New Year, arrived at the
Totals
9,116,296
8,547,474 White House.
They came from the
heads of the belligerent and neutral
Washington. Revised figures on nations of Europe as well as from the
of South and Central
returns of the last election show defi- presidents
nitely that neither Democrats nor Re- American republics.
publicans will have the majority of
the next House necessary to elect a Produces 271,000,000 Pounds of Copper
speaker, and that a handful of indeDouglas, Ariz. Approximate estipendents will determine which side mates of the total output of copper
Conshall control the organization.
from the smelters of the Copper Conceding seats to candidates in posses- solidated Mining Company, and the
sion of certificates
of electfon, be- Calumet & Arizona Mining Company,
cause they are certain to participate situated at Douglas, will be 271,000,000
in the organization of the House, the pounds for 191C. The Copper Queen
personnel now stands: Republicans, produced 175,000,000, being as much
214; Democrats, 213; Independents, 2; as it and the Calumet & Arizona smelProgressives, 2; Prohibitionist, 1; So ter together produced last year. The
cialist, 1; contested, 2. A majority is Calumet & Arizona production reached
218, hence, should either Democrats 10,000,000
pounds for December and
or Republicans win both of the con- 96,000,000 for the year.
tests, they will still be short of a
Prisoner Perishes In Jail Fire.
majority.
Antonito. Eperfanio Valdez, a prisWomen Burn to Death.
Forty-sioner in the Antonito jail, lost his life
women were when the jail was destroyed by fire.
Montreal. Forty-siburned to death in a fire that deRecord Bank Clearings.
stroyed St. Ferdinand de Halifax
San Francisco. San Francisco bank
asylum, at St. Ferdinand de Halifax,
Megantlc county, Quebec, according clearings for 1916 were the largest in
the history of the city.
to a report received here.
Nebraska

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklnhonia
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

:

I

x

x

Europe Gets $760,000,000 in Food.
Foodstuffs continue
Washington.
to leave American ports for Europe in
vast quantities. Figures published by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce show that in the first eleven months of 1916 tbey reached a
value of about $670,000,000, or at the
rate of more than $60,000,000 a month.
Breadstuffs lead in value of foods
sold abroad.
In the eleven months
they reached a total of $404,000,000.
Meat and dairy products amounted to
$245,000,000.

Eight Guilty of Wild Horse Fraud.
Omaha. The Jury in the case of
eleven men charged with use of the
mails to defraud in sales of phantom
wild horses In Coconino county. Aria
returned a verdict of guilty against
nine defendants and found one not
guilty. One defendant was dismissed
b) the Judge.
Officer Dies on Bonier.
Washington. CapL Urban Wetrel,
Eighth Ohio Infantry, died of diabetes
at th base 'hospital at Fort Bliss.

Coal Lacking, Railroad Burns Ties.

Tucson, Aria. The Southern Pacific
railroad has resorted to old ties for
fuel in the absence of coal. An order
to station agents appealing for fuel
was met by instructions to use old ties
hitherto discarded and permitted to
s
rot along the right of way.
were also instructed to use the
old timber. Until the coal situation is
relieved and increasing supplies bring
lower prices, the Southern Pacific will
continue to use the ties in Its company buildings.
Round-bouse-

Women's Wages Collected.
Salt Lake City. Since the passage
of the minimum wage law In Utah

three and a half years

ago,

the

com-

missioner of Immigration, labor and
statistics has collected more than
$18,000 for underpaid women, according to a report.
Carranza Celebrate (1st Birthday, j
Gen. Carransa
Qnertaro, Hex.
spent Dec. 30 at the home of friends

near here, celebrating hit
birthday.

sixty-fir-

st

PROVIDE SPACE

e ao many different patterns thm
ftstukes may occur In filling an order
o It Is a good plan to get all such
irders off to the factory u long time
u'fore the machines are needed. The
between preparing u good
In the spring or doing a hur
job at the fag end of the seed
ing season depends more upon manage
meat in Ibis respect than upon hard
work or extensive seeding otilllls.
A good Implement shed Is a valuable
acquisition to uny farm, because It
places a farmer in a position to attend
to little things at the proper time to
prevent trouble Inter.
In building an Implement shed It Is
a good plan to use plenty of concrete
in the foundation, and If It bus a concrete floor the full size of the building, the machines may be moved ubout
much easier.
Tffe object of a machinery shed Is to
protect farm implements and machines
from the weather. If machines stand
on the ground, moisture comes up from
below sufficient at times to rust every
Iron part of a machine that Is not covered with paint, oil or grease.
A floor for the purpose of preventing
tills damage should be made the way
a sidewalk Is constructed. The ground
Is laid off in divisions 4 or 5 feet In
width by
that Is held In place
Is
by stakes. The top of the
leveled so the concrete when filled In
and tamped and properly surfaced with
a layer of cement mortar Is struck off
level with the top of the
guide.

FOR IMPLEMENTS
Farmers

Find Combin"
Horse Barn and Shed ?
Great Convenience.
Will

STRUCTURE

SHOWN IN

DEL

In This Building,
Designed by (Perts,

ot
Arrangements for Every
Tool Needed on the Farm y
Be Made With Perfe
Precision.

Mr. William A. Radford i answer
EK OP
questions and Elve advice
COST on all subjects pertains to lle
subject of building work on r farm, for
the readers of tills paper, oaccount of
his wide experience as Ed,ltorAutllor anJ
Manufacturer, he Is, wltiioi doubt, the
highest authority on all tl6 suhjects.
Address all Inquiries to Wiam A. Radford, No. IHL'7 J'ralrle avle. t'hlcaffo,
III., and only Inclose two-t- 't
stump for
reply.
Most farmers do not ro to allow
the money they spcm'ln fnnii machinery to be wasted bjhe rapid dete-

rioration of tills niad'ery from exposure to the elemei. Quite often
It is possible to glve'P a portion of
oue of the burns t the Implement
Th combined horse
storage space.
ham and Implement hed Is a common
and useful struct uf- There are advantages in hiiildli an entirely separate structure fo housing the farm
Asa rule there are
Implements.
enough duties to s performed In connection with the lalntenanco of farm
machinery to wrrunt the construction of n sepaite building. A farm
workshop Is n rcessury thing and the
implement sheefurnislics an excellent
location for it
The type o structure will depend
to a eertuln
upon the farm upon which it I located, but there ure a
few things hli'li should bo included
in such a st'cture, no matter what lis
surrounding. The floor construction
and the nringoinent and size of doors
should be ven considerable attention.
The deslg- illustrated here suggests u
structure-vhieis well adapted to the
purpose, and the cost of Its erection
Is not ecesslve.
It Is t feet in width by DO feet In
door in each
length. There Is a
end fojthe easy entrance of the larger
farm luploments, and there Is u small

That's Gratitude.
Conrad Keller, Justice of the pence,
was for 30 years a druggist In Indianapolis, and many years ago, Keller
says, when he was a single man, he
slept in a room Iu the rear of his drug
store.
I.ate one night, after he had gone to
bed, he heard a knock at the front
door, and arose and opened It. A man
living in the neighborhood entered and
asked whether he might use tin? telephone to cull tin' doctor for bis little
(laughter, who was seriously III. The
request was granted.
About noon Ihe next day the snmr
man again entered the store and asked
to use the telephone a second time.
"Sure," said Keller. "l!y the way,
bow is your little girlV"
"Oh, she's all right," the visitor replied. "The doctor came and left a
prescription and she's getting along
fine."

DA TT?V

FACTS
KICKING COW EASILY

TAKS

SOIVED BY TRUCKS
TRANSPORTATION OF
MADE EASY FOR FARMERS.

Service Brings Consumer and
Producer Together for Their Mutual Benefit Reduces Expense
of Food Distribution.

Motor

If such authorities us Irving Fisher
ure correct In their prediction that
Kansas Experiment
the cost of living is to go on increasStation.)
Care and patience will do much to ing, even though the wur ends, then
cure the kicking cow.
no other subject Is of greater conseThe kicking cow Is easily cured by quence to 100,000,000 Americans than
the proper methods. To cure the of- the question how lo reduce the exfending animal take a rope Willi a pense of food distribution.
Lack of any federal or state market
loop In one end of it or a trunk strap
and pass It around the body of the system is the great difficulty in the
cow. Iruw it tight. The cow usually food problem from the consumer's
will jump u little at first, hut when viewpoint as well us the producer's.
she finds she cannot get out of the
Some New Jersey truck and dairy
rope she will stand and cannot kick. farmers have tackled the problem with
Tills method once In u while causes satisfactory results by buying motorthe cow to give bloody milk. If this trucks nnd delivering their products
happens place the rope or strap be- to customers direct in the city nearhind the udder and draw it up in the est at hand. It looks us If there might
same manner. With some cows this be possibilities In this Idea for westcannot be done because of the shape ern farmers, near large towns and
of the udder. Another method Is to cities, who have dairy, poultry or garhobble the cow by passing the rope den truck to sell anything, In fact,
around each leg behind the udder, and that's eatable.
How a single farmer 00 miles from
tying just above the hocks. Tills Is,
however, rather dangerous for the New York took the problem into his
man tying the rope. After the pre- own hands and has made a profitable
ventive mensure has been repeated a dealing with consumers direct, is told
few times the cow will stand readily by Mr. Collingwood in the Itural New
to be milked.
Yorker, who says: "He did not get the
(By LESLIE

ROSS.

WARTS MAY BE TROUBLESOME

service he required from the it.llroads
and express companies and a few
mouths ago he bought a
motor
truck, lie can make the round trip to
his customers
and get a higher
price for his vegetables and fruit Hum
If lie had to ship them by the usual
transportation lines."
Monmouth county is one of the best
alpotato districts in New Jersey. I!
ly a group of farmers formed a cooperative association for the delivery
:;f potatoes to New York hv motor
trucks. When their agent telephone
them that the supply Is short and (ho
murker price is high, they can send "(HI
or 1011 barrels of potatoes to the city
within three or four hours nnd get a
fair price. I'nder the system of shipping by carloads the farmer seldom
knows Just what his produce will bring.
The ciiy price may he high when the
goods are shipped, but when they arrive the market may be over supplied.
These difficulties of transportation
nnd the fluctuating market prices are
what the average fanner Is up against
all the time. You constantly hear of
cases where farmers have refused to
ship produce to the city, letting It rot
or f ling it to the hogs, just because
they c'.niiot get anything for It, and
yet tho-.very things that are wasting on the farm are selling at advancing prices to the city consumer.
A motortruck service from the farm
could bring producer and consumer together for their mutual benefit.
six-to-

Be Entirely

Removed

They May
Smearing Them Thickly With
adulterated Olive Oil.

by

Un-

Warts on the teats are often troublesome in milking, besides adding to Ihe
danger of increasing the possibility of
contaminating the milk through infectious material which may be found on
them. They may be greatly benefited
or entirely removed by smearing tlieiu
thickly with pure olive oil.
If they are large, and still persist
despite this treatment, they may be
cut off with a sharp pair of scissors,
and the spot touched with a slick of
caustic potash.
They may be oiled now, and the
caustic potasli treaUnent repeated as
often as necessary to prevent their renewed growth.
BREED IS FAVORED

They Are Best Able to Rough It Where
Roughage Is Plenty and Grain
Feeds Are Scarce.
Every dairy breed of cows has certain advantages and for this reason
no "best breed" can be named because
conditions vary even in the same slide.
Hut for a region where roughness Is

INVENTS

:

UP

LIGHT

QUESTION

NEW TRANSMISSION

Hydraulic
Principle
Applied
Transfer Power to Rear
Wheels.

In view of the great number of recent traffic accidents that have been
attributed to glaring headlights, the
announcement that the Society of Au
tomobile Kngineers will soon present a
report on the light question that will
go a long way towurd solving the
problem is welcomed by the motoring
public. That the question Is n much
more difficult one than is generally
supposed Is proved by the fact that
the society already has spent more
than a year In considering remedies
for existing conditions.
To provide safety for night driving
It Is necessary that the automobile carry a light which will Illuminate the
road In front of It for 150 feet. It la
equally Important for safe driving that
the light shall not dazzle pedestrians
or drivers proceeding In the opposite
direction. To obtain a lighting adjustment that will meet both conditions Is
the problem that the society has faced
and w hich It Is said to have solved.
Recommendations based on the society's findings will soon he presented
to the manufacturers and the public,
and it Is expected that' these recommendations will be incorporated in a
model bill lo be laid before the various
legislatures by the American Automobile association and affiliated organizations that are interested in obtaining
uniform iraflic laws.
It Is understood that the society will
suggest changes
lamp design so that
no part of the reflected beams of light
shall rise more than 42 Inches from
the ground at a distance of 75 feet or
more ahead of Ihe automobile. This
change can be effected with little trouble, it is said, by the various
111

In Ihe model

trallic bill which the
American Automobile association will
vehicles will come
frame,
in for their share of altention ami an
effort will be made lo enforce the lighting of these vehicles after (lark ill every port of the country.
horse-draw-

NEW INVENTIONS

FOR AUTOS

To obtain a powerful searchlight
Willi a comparatively weak current n
Frenchman has mounted a number of
incandescent lumps on a revolving circle, each ill turn being illuminated
briefly and their combined rays being
collected by a relleclor.
An automobile that turns easily In
narrow streets that (wo New York
men have patented has a wheel at
each side and one at each end, thi)
steering mechanism operating the last
two simultaneously.
A sand box for automobiles, like the
familiar device on
(motives, to distribute sand under the tiros to prevent
skidding, has been patented by u
Massachusetts inventor.

A French automobile driven by nn
aerial propeller has proved efficient,
Its inventor claims, because the blades
to of the propeller are shaped like the
wings of a bird.

Tests In Italy of plowing with elecnew automobile transmission,
tric motors have demonstrated t liti t
to do away with
Its costs about half as much as If
Is the Invention of Carlton H.
horses bad been used and about
New
of
as much as steam plowing.
York. The driving and
the driven members of the device are
Inclosed In a fluid-figcase and the
Helpful Hints to Motorists.
It Is usually necessary, In making
hydraulic principle Is employed for
Ihe transference of power. The drivmotor adjustments, to exercise a little
ing member of the mechanism Is ro- patience In order to get the best retated by the engine of the automobile. sults, for the reason that the effects
When this member's rotations reach of the adjustments are not always in1 sufficient speed the force of liquid stantly
In carburetor adapparent.
against the driven member Impels It (o justments, for Instance, the motor must
revolve, transmitting (lie power to the be given a little time lo feel the.
rear wheels. There are two driven changes made, ns the results obtained,
members, one for the forward speeds immediately following the turn of a
if the car and the other for the re- needle valve or an air valve sprinft
Holstein.
High Producing
verse.
Control of the speed of the may lie misleading. Tliu same. Is true
plenty nnd where grain f Is are liable car Is obtained by the shifting of the of lubricating adjustments, only to u
much greater extent, for it is clear that
to be scarce Holsteins are preferred members of the device.
It takes some time for oil previously
because they are best able of all the
Rings That Will Not Leak.
supplied to work through and for the
dairy breeds to. "rough it."
There are several "leak proof" rings new rate of supply to settle down to
In localities where hay is costly and
fodder scarce the smaller dairy breeds nn the market. They overcome the steady work.
would be preferable to the Holstein. rllsadvantage of the slot in the ordiAbout Gears.
nary ring and so Improve the compression to a great extent.
It would be
The planetary gear Is so named bewell to put one nt the top of each pis cause the change-speegears revolve
ton, but a complete set would be some
around a center gear attached to the
what expensive. If the rings are bad main shaft, the motion of the gearing
ly worn they should certainly lie reresembling that of the planets around
placed. Some owners make a practice the sun. The main gear, which Is atPoor cows are never clean.
of replacing broken rings with
tached to the central shaft, Is termed
rings. By this means the cost the "sun" gear, while the assembly
No dairy was ever too clean.
Is distributed over a longer time.
members are culled "planet" gears.
The cows should have a chance to go
to shelter now when they naturally
MOTORISTS USE INCLINES INSTEAD OF GATES
seek it.
A

Farm Implement Storage Barn.
door In the side to be used when pass- ler concluded, "you go down to the
ing In and out and for the carrying other corner to cull the doctor the next
In of hand tools and other small furui time, nnd come up to me to
get the
Implements.
filled."
prescription
Indianapolis
Farm machinery and Implements ISews.
depreciate about 10 per cent a year
when they are properly housed and
When the Tongue Is Coated.
Time was when a coated tongue was
kept painted. The loss from leaving
tools out In the weather Is enormous. associated only with Impaired dlges
An Implement shed constructed In this tlve organs, but science has now found
manner Is a great convenience In doing that mnny other things beside diges
tive troubles may produce marked
repair work.
AH farm machines require overhaulchanges In the appearance of the
ing in the winter time to put them In tongue. If the base of the skull Is
a thorough working condition during fractured, the tongue will acquire a
the busy time In spring. A house of heavy coating. This fnct leads to the
this kind makes It easy to take the belief that various disturbances of the
machines npart and examine every nerves affect the appearance of the
wheel and every ousting, so that the tongue. Therefore, If your tongue Is
worn parts may bo replaced and the furred, don't Jump to the conclusion
whole machine gone over with paint or that your stomach Is upset; It Is Just
linseed oil.
as likely that your nerves are upset by
This Implement house has a concrete overwork,
lack of sleep or
wall extending all around the outside the multitude of other causes thut effect the nerves.

J
and It has a concrete floor to keep the
tools and machinery up from the
ground and to keep tliein dry to prevent rusting.
The sides and ends are built In the
usual way by using a light sill and
studding covered with drop siding or clapboards. The roof is conrafters with matched
structed by
rooting boards covered with roll roofing. The advantage In using matched
rooting boards Is to prevent the wind
from flapping the roll rooting. Good
rioting boards will sometimes double
the lasting qualities of the roof.
Some farmers build a regular repair
shop in one end or In the center. The
shop is provided with a blacksmith kit
and all the necessary woodworking
tools to make small repairs on any
farm machine or implement; such
work as replacing lost bolts or broken
braces, or replacing worn parts with
new ones is done in the winter time,
tetween chore periods.
Rut a farmer is helpless without
tools. It is not necessary to collect
an expensive outfit of blacksmith's,
machinist's or carpenter's tools, but a
forge, anvil, vise, drillpress, with, a
small assortment of cold chisels.
punches, hammers, wrenches and tongs,
will enable a farmer to do a good deal
of blacksmith tinkering and save many
trips to town during the busy season,
when time Is an object
A few carpenter's tools, such as
saws, a square, a couple of good heavy
hammers, with a brace and bits and a
few wrenches and half a dozen chisels
will give a handy farmer enough tools
to do extensive repairing.
Farm machinery and Implement
are made with standard patterns so
that repairs may be ordered for almost
any Implement manufactured. There

gear-shiftin-
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Wood Valuable.
The department of agriculture has
Issued n circular to the effect that ex
periments conducted by the forest service of the department to determine the
value of chestnut wood that lias been
blight-killeshow that It Is Just us
durable as healthy timber. Posts, poles
and ties made from Infected timber
show that, after three years' use, they
are as sound as timber not Infected.
A thorough chilling now will disWight-killetimber, which had sean herd for profit during the
soned on the stump for several years, qualify
whole winter.
nnd which had lost its burk, resisted
decay better than healthy wood from
The breeding bull always represents
which the bark was not removed.
half the value of the breeding power
i.t the herd if it is desired to grow
Quit Colleges for Munition Shops.
calves for the dairy.
To help forward meeting the
demand for munitions of
Calves intended
the dairy should
war numerous groups of young stu- not be made fat for
as
veals, and they
dents belonging to more than 200
should not be allowed to become stunt
state universities have signified ed.
They should be thrifty and growtheir willingness to quit the lecture
ing all the time.
hulls for the workshops. In encouragement of this movement the Italian
A good
for a superior bull Is
government has decided to grant ex- money wellprice
The difference
Invested.
ceptional concessions in the matter of between the price of a strictly high-clastudies, exemptions and degrees, so
sire and an Inferior one is made
thut their patriotism may not prove a
up in the first lot of calves.
handicap to the volunteers in their future professional career.
It is bard to make some men realize
the great influence of a good, pureAn Important 8tate.
bred sire in a herd. The sire Is more
The state of ISahia, one of the
than half the herd. If he is richly
most
and
the
of
largest
important
bred, every heifer inherits from him
s
Union of Brazil, occupies an aera
butter traits.
a good
the size of France, and
estimated
of
at
2,500,000,
population
Buying a bull without knowing the
which the capital, the city of Bahla,
to result In
contains 310,000. Its coast line of 033 record of his dam Is apt
Get a sire
miles is longer than that of any other heavy loss for the farmer.
state In
and the great Sao that will improve the ben).
Francisco nvtr Is navigable for 620
A carload of grain is worth $250.
miles within the state.
A carload of butter is worth $5,000.
Convert your grain into butter and
May Be an Exodus.
Boxes of food are to be placed In save the freight on 19 cars.
the north woods for the use of huntAll milk should be graded and sold
ers who get lost Happy thought
maybe there will be an exodus of under Its proper label. All grades
hoboes to the north woods. Cleveland which contain over 100.000 bacteria
a cubic centimeter should be pastenr-Plain Dealer.
I
tzed.
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MAKE SUCCESS

Accidents Caused by Glaring Head'
lights Causes Automobile Engl,
neers to Consider Subject.
PRODUCE

Three Different Methods Suggested foi
Treatment of Unruly Animal by
Kansas Ex per.

"Where did you get the prescription
filled?"
"Why, down at the next corner. I
didn't like to wake you up again, so
went down there."
".lust to square yourself now." Kel- HOLSTEIN
1

CURED

I

In many parts of the West and Southwest where automobiles are numer
ous It Is becoming common to drive one's car over a fence instead of stopping
to open a gate, drive through, and then f hut it. The new nnd quicker method
Is nmde possible by the construction of inclines which make it an easy matter
to mount to (he top of the harrier and then descend on the other side. The
inclines are usually composed of two tracks, set the proper distance apart for
automobile wheels and supinrted by posts. The tracks are equipped with a
guard at one side, which prevents a car from running off, although accidents
happen occasionally in spite of this provision. Cattle will not walk up these
inclines, since ordinarily no floor is laid between the tracks. I'opular Mechanics Magazine.
Misalignment Wear Tires.
One of the causes of tire treads
wearing excessively is the nonallgn-men- t
of the wheels. The wheels
should be In perfect alignment, other
wise the wear Is very rapid, and the
fabric forming the body of the tire
win be too thin and puncture will remit.
If nonalignment is suspected, it Is
well to have the wheels examined and
the defect remedied. It. A. Bradley,
Colorado Agricultural College, Fort
cKmwIo.

Garage Heater for Motor Cars.
An electric heater which can be connected to an ordinary lamp socket for
use during winter nights in private unhealed garages, is described in the
Electrical World. This device is of
such a size that it can be placed in
the hood of the car between the engine
and the radiator. The body of the
heater contains a rugged heating element which consumes 0.1 kw. and gives
off just enough beat to keep the radiator from freezing and the engine from
causing starting trouble.

IN BREEDING LIVE STOCK

PRIZE STOCK ON EXHIBITION AT STATE FAIR.
(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
There are some sections of the coun-

service of a new sire nnd ut the same
time make It possible to determine
which are the best producers so that
those not making good can be disposed of.
A sufficient number of the best females from the successful sires should
he retained, and in some cases mule
offspring may be put Into service In
Ihe neighborhood.
This will obviate
the necessity for nny further extensive purchases and give a constant sup-lil- y
of good blood and uniform quality.
In addition, it will provide an adequate
number of animals to take the place of
those that die, are Injured, or sold. The
serviceable sires crossed with the females retained will be of incalculable
value in the continued production of
animals of outstanding merit.
Lack of Uniformity.
One of the reasons for the lack of
uniformity in the quality of our live
stock is the fact that many of our Individual farmers and breeders have
not adhered to. one type or breed of
sire. I he results provide a striking
example of the need ot organization.
With the organized community many
First of
advantages are to
all, greater interest will be taken iu
Hie proper methods of breeding, feeding, etc., with the result that a definite
community type will be established
and the members will work together lu
maintaining that ideal. Failed action
Is brought about in the prevention and
eradication of disease, combined action along (bis line being far more
and economical than individual
effort. The good effect of combined
action en the part of the breeders of
u commuuily in preveiKing (he spread
of such a disease ns hog cholera for
instance, can readily be appreciated.
Much can be accomplished hi a similar manner in stamping out contagious diseases among other classes of
live slock, and by the adoption of proper sanitary methods further outbreaks
in tin! community can be avoided. A
reputation for sound, healthy stock
is a most desirable and valuable usset.

try that have become noted for the
quality of the live stock they produce.
In most Instances this is found
to bo the result of concentrated effort. The state of Wisconsin offers a
splendid illustration of what can be
through
community
accomplished
breeding associations. Here are to be
found 1150 organizations devoted to the
s
live stock. Of
breeding of
this number, HS ure promoting cattle
of the different dairy breeds; 2, beef
cattle; 10, horses; 2, swine; and II,
general live stock. These associations
have met with marked success and
prove conclusively that commuuily
breeding Is not uu experi
ment when thoroughly organized and
properly conducted. Livingston county, Michigan, and a considerable sec
tion of New York, particularly the region adjacent to Syracuse, are famous
for their dairy entile. In Iowa prominence has been gained in swim! raising. The
region of Kentucky, noted lis the centel of American
saddle-horsbreeding, affords a further example of the success resulting
from unity of effort and purpose.
There are still other sections where
attention is being given to the pro
duction of the different classes of live
slock. Kneh is noted as u breeding
center, and buyers who pay the highest prices are attracted from oilier
states and even foreign countries.
Leader Is Necessary.
The organization of a community or
live stock breeders' association requires the services of a lead
er, as do all movements that have for
their object the improvement of unThe leader
satisfactory condilions.
in an enlerprise of this kind should
he one of the successful breeders of
the community aggressive as well as
progressive. Willi such u man at the
head of the movement, little trouble
should be experienced In interesting
others and securing their
A preliminary organization should be
effected, a committee appointed to
OF SHEEP
and a TAGGING
draft a constitution and
(N linile breed selected which the association is to promote.
IS IMPORTANT WORK
The selection of n breed is of great
Importance. If the best results are
to hi! gained, Individual taste should Operation Is Simple and Consists
be disregarded and a breed selected
of Placing Animal on Side
which has proved profitable In the
community. The action taken in this
and Removing Wool.
respect should he unanimous, and
every effort should then be made in (By Tt. If. tm.UAMS Professor nf AniImproving the type of stock to which mal Husbandry, University of Arizona.)
All good shepherds in Kuropo tag
the organization Is committed. When
their ewes. The operation is simple
and consists of placing the sheep on
Its side and by means of a hand shears
cutting a way the soiled wool and manure which may have accumulated
around the rear end. Anyone can perform this work and It Is an especially
good method of keeping the sheeQ
clean and sanitary, and also one will
have less trouble at lambing time for
the lambs will more easily find their
way to the nipple If the tag ends have
been clipped from around the udder.
Very often young lambs will get a lock
of wool In their mouths instead of the
teat, and they often suck in dangerous
amounts of wool w hich accumulate in
the stomach, and often cause death.
It Is probable that quite a large percentage of the mortality In very young
lambs conies from this source.
It will pay best to tag the ewes, but
many shepherds also tag the wethers,
rams and lambs, (mo will find that
the work of shearing is so much cleaner, and can be performed more rapidly
Young Purebred Hereford.
so that there Is not much additional
the breed lias been decided upon, the work. When it comes to selling the
first step is to procure a number of wool, one will easily secure more monsure purebred sires of that breed ey for a clip that has been taken from
to be mated with the females owned a
sheep, and In the future,
by the members. If there are a few when wool is bought on Its merits,
good privately owned sires already in this is bound to be ail economic adthe community they can be put out for vantage.
service and the expense divided on n
pro rata basis.
TOTAL CROP YIELDS IN 1916
If additional sires are found necesasbe
the
for
sary, it should
possible
Estimated Production of Important
sociation to secure them lit n considerProducts in United States Comselecable saving in price through the
pared With Last Year.
men
tion of a committee of competent
authorized to make the purchases. Il
The total production of Important
will in some cases be advisable to
this year in (he United State
products
have a qualified veterinarian us one
with last year Is estimated
compared
member of the committee.
as follows: Corn, S! per cent ; wheat,
Placing Sires.
(50.1 per cent; oats, 79.S per cent ; barAt the opening of the breeding sea- ley. 77.4 per cent ; rye, So.l per cent ;
son tiie sire should be placed at the buckwheat. SS.4 per cent; potatoes,
most convenient points nnd put in S;!.7 per cent ; sweet potatoes, 91.2 per
the hands of capable and ellieient men cent; tobacco, 113.4 per cent: flaxseed,
who understand the breeding question 111.H per cent; rice, 114.0 per cent;
and who will take proper care of the hay (all tame), 101.1 per cent; clover
animals in their charge. After each hay, 10S.8 per cent; cotton, 104.0 per
second season it may prove advisable cent ; apples, 8(5.3 per cent ; peaches.
to change or shift the sires. Tills 'iS.2 per cent ; pears, 5W.9 per cent ; suwill allow each breeder to procure the gar beets, llj.3 per cent.
high-clas-

live-stoc- k

blue-gras- s

e

Rye as a Cover Crop.
Advantages of Cultivation.
Fnll cultivation has two main advan
Itye, sown in the fall, makes a good
tages. It stimulates weed growth which cover crop nnd furnishes considerable
the frost destroys and reduces the pasture, both in the fall and the folamount of spring work.
lowing spring. Then it can be turned
under in time to plant corn nnd will
add organic matter to the soil.
Value of Woodlots.
The annual value of the farm wood-lo- t
Care for Seed Corn.
products of the United States is
over $19.VN "0,000.
After picking your seed corn, dry
It out quickly and store in a dry piaca
No Success at First.
where it will not freeze hard. Seed
corn will stand cold bettet than moisSuccess in farming will not
ture.
the first year .

teach

It was with American arms and ammuni- FOREST RESERVES LOCAL DRAWBACK low have his own way. It is about the only
Tactical preparedness
exhibition that Champ Clark has ever given
o
tion that Carranza's treacherous following
In his Jnual address, the President,
A citizen of Otero county in a letter in Gf
in common with Wodrow
traits
into one
inarched
had
soldiers
who
slew
our
having
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
voiced the ojion that "the thorough industin which Wilson,
of their villages to procure fowl and water last week's issue of the Cloudcrofter
rial preparatii 0f the country for the critiManaging Editorwith
KKANK STAPLIN
for their he discuses certain phases of the public andj
0
n)oney jn tlcir jian(is t0 pay
cal
state land questions and affirms his opposition COUNTRY PEOPLE MUCH BETTER OFF
years of onomic development immedimatur at the oit office wants.
fcniered as iccond-claahead of,s" depends largely on vocathe
lands
o
of
ately
forest
to
the
reserves,
to
addition
It was with a following armed with Am
i Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of March
on climbing tional and indurial education, a bill for the
of
If
Prices
provisions
keep
reasons
state
some
why
very pertinent
erican guns that Carranza forbade our sol- gives
3. 1879
V "ave en oinS: auring the past year promotion of vich is now pending in the
is better for the Is
diers to use the railroads to haul their supplies ownership and management
the
should be a great stimulus to the House of Reprtmtatives.
effect
individual
"Industrial pre- than
state, the community and the
inhicripii.in to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year while they were hunting Villa.
"back
farm"
the
which
of
to
we
movement
does
ileed depend on "industrial
and
forest reserve
jparation"
Any man may make a had mistake once government ownership
have heard so much in the past decade.
FRIDAY JANUARY, 5, 1917.
but
education,"
along the1 lines thai
noexactly
management.
and be excused. But not twice in succession.
Common sense and observation should Mr. Wilson had iimind. What we need to
which
refers to
The part of his article
If the embargo is lifted it will simply
teach any mar that one of the main causes be taught is how w
THE McDnNALD SCHEME FAILED.
may continue to exist
mean more anarchy, more robbery and murder ibis matter is as folows:
of the high prices of food stuffs is the grow-- ! after the market ft our home
products has
"First: The state land will sooner or
The suggestions of the Record in the of Mexicans as well as Americans.
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HARMFUL CHINCH BUG

Is to Burn
Over Fields, Woods and Other Favorable Winter Quarters-H- eat
Will Kill Many.

One Plan of Eradication

(By

Rabbit Pie, After boning the rub-bi- t,
put the bones, with sullideut water to cover, Into a stewjnin, together
with a large onion, a bunch of mixed
kerbs and nutmeg, suit and pepper to
aeuson, and simmer for an hour. Arrange the rabbit meut in luyers In
a largo pie dixli, plating u little fut
acou cut lu strips mid the yolks of
two
eggs in between.
Strain over the gravy from (he bones.
Cover with good pastiy and bake for
an hour and a hall.
Beef and Potato Pie. The Ingredi
ent required lire one pound of beef-teaone large onion, two and u half
pounds of potatoes, salt to taste, v'ut
tie meat Into small pieces, also tli
nlon. Put it to ste for about two
Bourn, then add the potatoes, which
have been cut into pieces about the
same size as the beef. Cover over
with a pie crust imide from bulf a
pound of Hour, u tpmrlcr of a pot
half n U
f lard ai-.........
... v..
UK
powiie..
tor tne cnuum oi
Hliouhl tie iiMo a
tlie pie.
Bctf and Toms' o Pie. Sii.-- ' ol
old beef should be an" m.i-- 1 ill a pi.
dish wllb layers of thickly s'ie d toBiat'...s ami ononis, tl.cn an s. smih
big. Continue' the layers till the
hs full; mid siillicient gravy In In. 'isle
Willi parnoueii Jioia
the whole, cover
toes cut In s ,, its mid bake In a mud
apmId eivr.il for .ill,. Ilolll.
Cheese and Potato Pie. Tbi-- is mi
liiusual dish, but will be found
savory. The Ingredients required lire
of n pound of cheese,,
tie pint of milk, three pounds of potutoes, three ounce of margarine or
dripping, pepper and salt. Mash the
potatoes with the milk. Add
of the fut and cheese, with
hard-boile-

three-quurter-

--

I

-

'

I

'',',,

-

three-quarter-

'

oughly browned.
Sailor's Pie. Many years ago this
pie was popular. The Ingredients required are one pound of scraps of
fresh uncooked nnut, four onions,
thtee pounds of potatoes, a little pow
dered thyme, one pound or so of suet
.!.,. "I
.,!ippjll CI 1IWI. HM.l U r..v
Ul U!
salt and pepper. Clean and slice the
vegetables mid lit the meat In small
pieces. Put all into u Saucepan with:
Simmer,
the thyme and seasoning.
until the meat Is tender and then
cover with pastry rolled out to the;
size of the saucepan. Kit it well into;
the saucepan and cook for about an
hour mid n half, after which cut the
crust Into i limn liieiv s mul iirriiDSc'
tli.'iii rotintl llio stow on n nut nsn.
Mert Puffs, Mtiku u puff pnstc wltli1
iilmiit n tpnir- drippliiK or ltir'1, roll
mid In nl'lmii.
tor of tin In.'li thi'-pieces; place a spoonful of colli m nt
Of
tty kind, chopped lino mid well
Fi'iisoiu'd, on ouch iicc(. of paste, roll,
up ;inil hnislt o' er wil li vgg, tmil ImUe
In ii qnieU oven.
I
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HOLDING

WQCD

IN

SAV.'EUCK

illustration Shows Device for Prcvf'.t- (ng Stick From Helling While
Ceinc Sawed.

Anyone who has used a .saubuck
limv Incfuiveiileiit it is to have
u stick roll or litl up us tin- s:iw mail.'
is pulleil lnek for tin- ih'M. I'tit. With
shown ill
iln siiii.'eiai'Titury ilevie.-!iaiiii s
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At that n
from Sihi to l.l'.m p .imds. The carcass
oa.euical for the
will be the most
'li
li. ark. t to IciiuMe and its
will insure pr-.fifor 111" farmer. Itaby
beeves- - wi'l ;ain :,!. ut as rapidly in
the feed lot ..s old. r entile, and ll.o
cist of L'liiti will !'. less, lis iniii li lis
n
or ,j ,.,.Ills ., ,im.. if ih,. market
Ihe hah.V h. ef
is not jilsi rii:ht w
Is retuly, it tuny he liehj Hill! le.l liillll
Ihe inai'lo't Is I'iehl H. l if will keep on
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CARING FOR ASPARAGUS DED3
berries as Fillers
Will (lisstl lieur
I'l'i'i tlu while ;:.. !h
i rces in uraiai
iil
colhir uinl eufi'.-- i
anil the roloi-.(- l
It Should Receive Liherat Application
remain us heforo. I hiivo tried this in
to he considerable-dangeThere has co-ncf Manure Keep Grass From
a iimnlier'of onsr-- of different tuticles
.
In uslnt; raspberries as filler
Xuw
Crowding It Out
ontl fl ml It entirely siilisluitoi-COTN-GAL-

York Tress.
Lunch Muffins.
Five ttililespootifuls contlensod milk,
s
cujiful water, two
flour, throe otttioes butter, two
baking powder, two epgs,
plr.eh of rtilt. Mix flour, suit nnd bilking powder and sift twice. Beat cgss,
without sepnrntlng. until light, nnd mltl
the milk diluted with wnter. Add this
mixture and the butter which hnsbeeii
melted to the flour. Beat well and
bnke In greased muffin tins for about
20 to SO minutes. Pictorial Review.
thrcn-foiirtl-

cup-ful-

Grape and Cheese Salad.
Get some nice white Malaga or To- kny grapes; slit one side open and
with the tip of n small knife tnke out
the seeds. Tile them on lettti"e or '
cress, cover with a French dressing
made with lemon nnd set on iee to
chill for a few moirents. Then cover
nil wi'h cream cheese put throng!.
tbe rleer.
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but that Is an open question, and Its
use Is not advised If there Is any other
fertilizer known to be good, available.
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said the snme thing as often and as
fast as ever they could.
"Soon came along (! rand father Pig
who was feeling quite happy and
cheerful In the nice nmrnintr Sunshine.
" 'You two mustn't quarrel. ' he said.
'It's so extremely stupid. You don't
feel happy when you argue like that.
Antl It's no fun to stand around or
stmt around nnd keep praising yourself up every minute. Why don't you
GREAT VALUE CF HOMEY BEES
CAREFUL HANDLING OF FRUIT play or get your breakfast or do
something sensible each or your
Wisconsin Horticulturists
Recognize
"Both the Peacock and the Rooster
Worth of Insects as Polleniz-in- g
Necessity for Avoiding Bruising and
More
a little ashamed when Grandlooked
Mechanical
Urgent
Injuries
Agents.
father Pig talked to them, and they
Than Is Realized.
went away with their heads hanging
Wisconsin horticulturists rrn,''"'ln
Small bruises and breaks In the down when he said, 'Peacock, for all
annually thousand, of dollars wnrti
nf-of fruit nnd berries recognize tin skin of fruits ore largo enough to ; your beauty, you've hideous feet, nnd
value of bees as polleniziug n;eni ford entrance tc the sports of fungi, Rooster, no one likes to hear yoo
hut yourself I'"
oed the necessity for the utmost care
nnd either keen hoes in, or no.--i
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.
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utnong fruit trees.
disease now fro- The crown-gal- l
quetitly nttachs the different varieties,
of raspberries and will be. conimuni- cated from raspberries to the fruit
trees growing in their vicinity.
It Is therefore now considered th
safer plan to use the blackberries for
fillers among fruit trees rather Hum
raspberries.
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Judging from the numerous
plaints being reeeived by the Missouri
agricultural
experiment station, It
seems evident that the chinch bug Is
threatening next year's crops. Over
the state generally the chinch bus
clay was brought to a close by the
heavy rains of 101 fi, but as usual, there
were enough "for seed" this last
spring, and with the unusually dry
summer just passed these increased
pose.
abundantly.
After It Is well set forms can be
They seem to be most abundant In
the central part of the state. Through-- j removed, the Hour leveled up and covout most of the corn and wheat belts ered with concrete tluve Indies deep,
The
of the stale there are probably enoueh i!ilx"d in the same pr,. portions.
ior can be made smooth and level by
bugs to cause severe outbreaks next
year, If weather conditions should liu a straight edge board, r'lvipiciilly u
of an
A finishing eeat of
especially favorable for them.
inch is ;ait cu of a rii lier mixture and
dry fall, mild winter, with but little
snow and rain, followed Dy n dry troweled to u si.iootb linisb. I'eglnuing
,..,,
the t'ay after the ib.or is laid it should
r(1(im.
-s
.
,
or tln- -v
daily
t
bu:: is nhundaid mm', due to the favor- - ler a week so is t.; pn 'vim. the
two
(Yum d
en
ait
,.,. i'l:; i:i!Pfl, but w'.'.li
rapidly and
,1)K, K1.
erackiu-'iiliuty of n:'nf:.!l i.u.! snow during the
fall, winter, and spring, the clctn.- -s
will be
.'i.:tit.st outbr. aks FATTEN CATTLE FDR PROFIT
next suiumei.
to it'wwl,..t I5;ty Cceves Wciahing 100 to 1,10
Since It is :;ot
tl:
f ill, wlete--rod sprir: tiny hae
Pcundj Are Mo.t Ecor.cinicnl far
in store in (hi
:.y of favornb'o or
Market to Handle.
lmfavoi aid.
ry ran.ier
.,
should do ever; tiling poss, ile t.i re- (iiy W. it. I'KW, lov-'r!l at SCr chit: h liug ln- Hull.)
due
the chance
by g. iug rid of
Although it is nip ;.th! luck whette r
juries next Minim-favorable winter qearters. They winter Ihe farm. who .ships In rani:e cattle
to feed u
In dry, protected places, such as met-1make a satisfactory prolii.
ill it is quite ceriain that, the man who
(irwl nntii ttiri.'
r...Ll,,r.,u
,,
cuttle ami fattens
producs I, is
liar places. Very few winter In corn
Molds or In wheat fields.
After killing
frosts have come, select a dry day
when there In not too much wind and
burn over fieldw, woods, and other faThe heat
v..n.Me winter quarters.
will kill many of the bugs and ejpo.se
the rest to the winter and to natural
enemies. Thin pest can be fought Rue-- !
cessfully at. only two times during the
year, namely; while elusion d in win
ter quarters, and while migrating from
wheat to corn In the summer. .Now is
the pest
the time to get ready to
while in winter quarters mid prevent
it from proving destructive next year.
A recurrence of this 'lest like the outbreaks of 1!H2, 110:i, .tnd I'.nt, which
Young Hereford.
damaged Missouri crops at least ?:",- (Kl0(KH) ' h!l0ul(, U; nl- evtiite.: if possl- - them and markets llieui when they
to "0 n.!-tlold, will
are from
j(J(,

,, .,. ..
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Rats are among the worst pestf
about the poultry house. They not
only steal a large umount of grain,
but frequently develop u tuste l'r
ytmi.g chicks and eggs which seems
e
conto be Insatiable. A
crete floor and foundation makes an
almost perfect protection against rats.
A concrete floor itself is not sufllelent.
fur the ruts may burrow under it and
thus find a perfectly protected breed-Ing place.
A concrete foundation for poultry
houses need not be heavy or expen-- '
A trench may
Kive, if properly made.
bo dug below the frost Hue and forms
set up six inches apart. A mixture of
one port Portland cement, three parts
sand nnl six parts gravel will prove
plenty strong enough for this pur1

.

.:r.
;
ine iiuxiuie
iiuo u n.n- Sprinkle the regreased pie dish.
mainder of the cheese on the top and
sdd the rest of the margarine cut inie
small pieces. Tliu pie may be baked
In front of the fire or In the oven, ml
will be ready for the table when thor-
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Rodents Not Only Steal Grain, but Frequently Acquire Taste for Chicks
and Eggs.

ALL ARE APPETIZING.
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self more erect than lie hut? In tlia first
days of Ids occupancy wf the second
Hour front.
"And now," ho said cheerfully, "what
ahoiit yourself? You've lost u lot of
Illusions, of course, hut perhaps you've
gained ideals. That's u step."
an
"Life," ohserved Sidney, with the
wisdom of two weeks out In the world,
"life is a terrihle thing, K. We think
ENTIRELY WILLING TO WAIT.
we've got It, and it's got us."
"I'ndouhtedly."
"Suppose your country needed you
"When I think of how simple I used
at the front. What would you do?"
lo think It all was! One grew up mill
asked Hie jingo.
got married, ami and perhaps had
"l'irst of ull," answered the cautious
children. And when one got very old,
distance
one died. Lately I've heell seelnR that citizen, "I would estimate the
het ween the place where I happened
life really consists of exceptions-child- ren
After that I
lo lie and the front.
RULES FOR DRAGGING ROADS
who don't grow up, and
believe :h;i ;i girl of eighteen slmlllil ho thrust illld a position where she immediwould put my private affairs tu order,
grown-upwho
die
old.
hefore
nre
they
lake fond leave of my family und Join
ately ti:is ill of her illusions about life smashed like it glass bowl n place whore
Dry Highway Should Never Be
And" this took an effort, hut she the
ioV:ili'c ami
sol - j
thrive, where t lie good sutler mid the weak lire exiiruiy."
Worked Constant Attention Nelooked
him
at
"and
people
squarely
nil the real
vi ly for the sins of their grandparents?
children pay
time
that
ploited, while lit
I'.y
Just
"I'lnpli!
who have children, hut ore not marcessaryDrag Towards Center.
this i
tinof "K ." Picking
m will recall tlnit it strange mill charming
of tin- story,
in the thick of the
he
would
patriots
ried. It all ralher hurts."
young iiinn, K. I.e.Moyne, h rconios it roomer nt Hi.' Pago home, whore Sidney, her iinillii-nlil
ray."
Atinii, nnil
(By E. B. HOUSE, Colorado Agricultural
"All knowledge that is worth while
nniid Aunt Harriot,
"No doulit. As I'm not particularly
I'r. Max Wils.-nThrough tin- influence of
Sidney goes to tin- hospital its
College, Fort Collins.)
hurts In the gelling."
ii probationary nurse.
In-- ,
Minor characters in
:d
It
nre
if
to
anxious
(lie
for
Wilson,
Clirisiine
f'liinily
my
her
friend;
country,
lory
l.orenz,
Tse a light drag.
mm who is to marry I'nlmer Howe; Joe iniiiiinonil, her high school sueeilienrf; Kiltie, tlie cook, ami Clutr-H- i
Sidney got up and wandered around an he avoided, I should hate to stand
Haul it over the road nt on nngle
the room, touching its little familiar in Ihe way of large iiiinihers of young
lolla Harrison, n nurse in hue witli loot or Mux, who In turn is playing
tu Sidney.
so that a small umount of eurth is
ohjects with tender hands. K. watched men who vow that nothing would suit
pushed to the center of the road.
her. There was this curious element them hetter."
Drive the team at a wulk.
CHAPTER VII Continued.
mention visitors. Joe, you're not
At night she did uol no home. She in his love for her, that when lie was
Hide on the drug; do not walk.
6
sat on the edge of her narrow, white
Dull Crowd.
Begin nt one side of the road, reAll Mie niiiiiII loose ends of her life
"No," he said heavily, "I'm not. If lied and soaked her aching feet In hot
"How was the lianquet?"
Bide.
up the
wore gathered Up- - except Joe.
She it's got o he someone, Sidney, I'd water and
,
"Did you congratulate Miss Oldglrl turning the roadopposite
"Italher dull."
and practiced
as soon after every
Drag
uollhl hile liknl to get that clear, loo. rather have It tint runnier upstairs Inking pulses on her own slender wrist,
on
"
her birthday?"
"No lions vivants there? No
rain as possible, but not when the
She wn nl
him to know how she felt than Wilson.
There's a lot of talk will) K.'s little wiit ch.
"No. I condoled with her."
mud Is in such a condition as to stick
mi
il
;t
she liked It til lis ahoiit Wilson."
"lit of all Dm hing.
"Well, don't know ahout Ihe waiters,
to the drag.
days, two
iiiueh ns ever, Unit she ilid lint want
"I! isn't necessary to malign my
Cruel Blow.
periods stood out clearly, lo he wuiteil
although I suspect some of them were
Do not drag a dry road.
to hurt him. P.ut slie wanted to make friends."
An
wind muy blow some one good,
for mid cherished, one was when,
pretty lively fellows, hut there were
Hut
Drag whenever possible at all sea
It
the chauffeur's Ire
it elenr, loo. thai she knew now Unit
roiises
lie rose.
In the afternoon, with the ward
no persons of that sort seated about
early
sons of the year.
When an ill wind escapes and leuves
she would never marry him.
She
"Wilson had hotter look out. I'll bo in spotless order, Ihe shades drawn
the hoard."
lllln with a flabby punctured tire.
The width of traveled way to be
thought she would never marry: hut, w niching. If I see him playing any against the August sun, the tallies covmaintained by the drag should be from
if she did, it would he a mini doing u of his tricks around you well, he'd ered with their red covers
How
It
It.
in
Money
Happened.
and the
18 to 0 feet: first drug a little more
man's work in the world.
Her eyes heller look Hilt !"
"Dubwiiite seems to think well of
only sound the drone of Ihe
"Now, your friend .libwny evidently
lunieil wistfully to the house across
That, as it turned nut. was Joe's
noa
you."
he
as Sidney steadily turned it.
but
knows
thinks
great deal,
he SI feet.
farewell, lie had reached the break- Hector .Max passed the door on his
"Thai's kind of Diibwalle, but cr
body ever pays any attention to what
He nave her a long look, way lo ihe
K.'s lamp .still hurtled overhead, hut ing point.
what time did he express u favorable
lie
says."
surgical ward hcyond. and
Ins
trainiing ahottt had ceased. blinked, and walked rapidly out lo the kii
opinion of me?"
ner a cneery greeting. At these
"Willi a fi'W exceptions."
Some of the dignity of his times
iini-he reading lie read a great Sttcet.
"I was talking to him about four
"Name Ihem,"
heart heat almost in
Sidneys
deal. She really ought to go to Led. ret rein was lost ,v the fact that the time Willi the ticking of the little
"I've seen chauffeurs leap to do his o'clock yesterday afleruoon."
'
. '
V
ca
'hh. irhooil
sli althily cat followed him, close at his heels. watch.
And not Inter than live
"lO.xaetly.
bidding."
.i across the Sllocl,
Sidney wits hurl, greatly trouhled.
stared up at the
o'clock
Ihihwaito was in iitv olliee ask
Tite other hour was at twilight,
f1!
von shcil a tear or
wo. very
1,'. ny with
hllle
eh glow in
ing for the loan of Sio. He was sim
when, work over for the day, lite night
ESPERANTO PHRASES.
.On
on. Tall
surreptitiously; and then. Ileitis human nurse, with her ruhlier-solei- l
alt." she
ply working himself Into a frame of
shoes and
and much upset, and the cat startling
mind which lie thought would justify
tired eyes and jangling keys, having
her liy its sudden return, she si,,,,,,.,)
In
n iiininotid.
.In
the 'touch.' "
tiassi it
reported and received the niuht orders.
init
on
an
set
veranda ami
lor the lotit'ih little that evening
imaginary Hi" nurses gathered in their small parheard her voice, mid
iineer '.'"g after il. Whereupon, feeling sonie- - lor for prayers. It was mouths hefore
From Bad to Worse.
vvhal heller, she Weill in and locked
fainly on the pavement.
Ilyker I'd give anything I possess
of that
Sidney got over tl
xallation
ihe
led up( 'ome in."
".loe
halcony window and pt'oi
if I could get rid of this case of gout.
twilight hour, and never did it cense
stairs.
'It's late I'd heller get home."
Pyker That's easy. Just move over
lo hring her healing ami peace.
In a
I.e
Moytic's light was still going. The way, it
to my hoarding house and I'll wager
The misery in his voice hurt her.
for
her
what the
crystallized
She day's work meant:
that liver complaint will soon lake the
"I'll not keep you long. I want ti rest of Ihe household slept.
charity and its sispaused outside the door.
1alk to .Mill."
place of the gout.
ter, service, the promise of rest and
"Are you sleepy?" very softly.
Ilyker-Liv- er
Me enme slowly Inward her.
How's
Into the little parlor liled the
peace.
complaint!
There was a movement inside, the
that ?
"Well?" he said hoarsely.
and knell, folding their lired
nurses,
sound
of
hook
;i
down.
Then:
"No,
put
see
heell
our
me'
haven't
lo
you
Pyker Well,
"Why
hands.
Inndlady feeds us
liver every oilier day, and it has come
If I have done iinyl hint,' " Her voiei indeed."
"The Lord Is my shepherd." read the
"I may not see you in the morning. Head out
to pass that all the boarders tire
with virtue and outraged
whs
of her worn liihlc; "I shall
'They're Making an Old Woman of
leave tomorrow."
friendship.
not want."
You Already."
".lust a minute."
"Vmi haven't done anything hut
And Ihe nurses: "lie maketli me to
the sounds, she Judged that lie down in
show iiui where
Father Was Prepared.
it took on the guise of friendwith
lier
get oil."
green pastures: he leadelli
he tas putting on his shalihy gray
"Did father seem surprised when
lie - down oil tl
Ige of the It.
me heside the still waters."
ship and deceived even himself. It
Innext
coat.
The
had opened
inoinetii
you told him you wanted to tuurry
was only In lonely hours that It took
eony ami slared out hlankly.
And so on through the psalm to the
the door anil slopped out into the corme?"
a
mi truth, lifetime a hopeless yearning
"If that's the way oit
assurance
I will dwell
at
the
"Ami
end,
ridor.
"How does he net when he's
il- - "
for th touch of her hand or a glatici
Hie house of the Lord forever."
in
"I helieve you had forgotten !"
from her clear eyes.
"I'tu not blaming you. I was a fool
Now
Is
then
Whiz
and
hideous
those
a
there was death
"Why
"He doesn't say anything."
"IV rerlainly no. I started downmaking
tn think you'd ever care ahottt mi'.
"There is soinel liing else," she said
one of tin; white screens.
It
"No. He wasn't surprised. In fact,
I don't
know ha!
fed so had a I., nit stairs it while ago, hut .voti laid a visi"I cannot talk it over willi noises?"
absently.
not
Whiz
are
"Those
caused
little change in the routine of mother. There is a
hideous noises.
he spoke at length."
n around si eilig tor."
I've
tin' thinr.
girl in the ward ' is
Road in Rocky Mountains.
the ward. A nurse stayed hehiml the
"I mly Joe I irutniuiitnl."
expressing his feelings in Ksperanto,
MHiie other nirls. and I notice tin 're
"A patient?"
He
lias just missed an easy stroke."
a. iiud her wjofk was done hy the
s'i
Moral
lie
u
L'll.ed
zzi
Sickness.
down
Iter
ii
al
,v.
see
to
me.
me
and
r
glad
tretii
"Yes. She is quite pretty. She ha.'
ight.
l
than the width of a
track,
others. When ev;rytliing was over.
"Here's a pathetic letter from a then
"And is Joe more ronsoiinhloV"
loo."
There was hovi.-- h hravad II ill
gradually Increase until desired
"
was recorded exactly on the had typhoid, but she is a lillle belter
lime
'shut-InTheir
Ambition.
He
I
I.e.
will
knows
lie
that
his voice. "Hut what makes me sick
She's- - uoi u good person."
width is obtained.
If Hint' Is ninaey, as ttn-- sny.
record, and the hody was taken away.
"Ahl fine of (hose unfortunates
tint
shall not marry him."
IS lo have eVi l'.'.olle saying you've jilt"1 see."
some yonai,' tafa yearn
Always drag a little earth townrds
Perhaps
At
first
it
seemed
to
doomed
to
a
in
that
lifetime
bed
or
she
"Pour chap:
'il tile."
He'll htick up, of
spend
Sidney
To u.'t Into the scorcher's class
"Al lirst I couldn't bear to go ileal
the center of the road until it is raised
could
not
an
this
stand
nearness
Invalid
In
chair?"
So
death.
can
course. Hut it's a little hard jusl now.
burn.
that money lltey
iolls
Whv. Joe, I Uev
her. I shivered when
i;.,d
had to straight
from 10 to 12 inches above the edges
She thought the nurses hard hecause en
'Lin. Let me read further. It seems of the
When do .voti leave';"
lH'omised
her bed. I I'm being very frank
traveled way.
took
it
he's
in
shut
to
Then
Him.
Means
they
for
she
leu
found hut I've got to talk this out with some
quietly.
"Just after hreakfast."
years, with time
Nothing
t
look ,n
"Well,
in different
If the drag cuts too much, shorten
II was
that
off
for
whom
man
were
"That
"
with
behavior."
good
only stoicism, resignation, one. I worried a lot ahout It. been use
"I am going very early. Perhaps
you
w s
hat
it for a prom- ill. I ti
the hitch.
that Hay had learned. These things
law didn't
discussing the
lie hesitated. Then, hurriedly:
SI'."
ut first I hated her, now
Tlie amount of earth that the drug
although
must
seem
he,
and
the
much Impressed."
work must go on. don't. I rather like her."
Yea, Verily!
Then suddenly nil his rftrefuily conpit a little present for .veil noth Their
will carry along can be very consid'As
I
"No.
the poet says." remarked the
made them no less
discovered the reason later."
She looked al K. defiantly, hut then
served indifference lied, lie lietit for- ing much, hut your mother was quite lender. pliilosophy
erably controlled by the driver, acSome such patienl detachment was no
"What was It?"
moralizcr, "this world Is hut a fleetIn fact, we bought it to- In his eyes.
ward quickly, ami, catching lier hand, willing.
disapproval
cording ns he stands near the cutting
he
must
of the angels who keep
a grocery clerk who works ing show."
that
"He's
net
her."
held it iigainsl his lips.
end or nwuy from It.
from seven o'clock In the morning un"True," rejoined the demoralizer,
lie went hack Into his room, and re the (ireat Record.
"I'm crazy ahoitl you, Sidney. Thai's
When tlie roads are first dragged
til seven o'clock nt night and then hurbut
seem
that
doesn't
to
detract
the
a
How would you like to have
turned with
small hox. She opened
u very muddy spell the wagons
the Irulli.
wish could die.'"
home to help his wife look after small boys ut tent loll from c reus mis after
ries
her
lirst
it
Willi
(in
sin
excited lingers. Ticking uvvav
Sunday
should drive, if possible, to one side
The eat, finding no active atitago-iiism- ,
your daughter in Sidney's place?
the
ters."
baby."
was
m
tree
in tlie morning, and went to
its satin hod was a small gold
What do you think will be the
until the rondway has a chance to
spuing up on the halcony and
church witli her mother, going hack to
effect on Sidney of the attenfreeze partially or dry out.
ruliheil
against the hoy's (inhering watch.
Air.
Is
Good.
if
the
Collateral
Popular
tlie
tions of Doctor Max, LeMoyne
hospital after the service. So it
Vouil need
The best results from dragging nre
lull see, he ex
.shoulders; a hreath of air stroked the
Tom I pulled the governor's leg
Omnr Pawnbrokers are a
was two weeks hetore she saw I.e
and Joe Drummcnd will it
morning glory vine like the touch of a plained nervously.
to the tune of one hundred dollars this obtained only by repeated applicaclass
of
men,
aren't
they?
turn her head?
tion.
"A watch," said Sidney, eyes on il. Moyne again. Kveu then, it was only
friendly hand. Sidney, facing for the
I
morning.
leiny Wiiy do you think so?
liemember that constant attention
(irsl lime the enigma of love and de- "A dear little watch, lo pin on ami for a slan t time. Clirisiine and Palmer
Jack
Would
mind
me
Because
Unar
you
teaching
they're always
Is necessary to maintain an earth road
spair, sal. rather frightened, in her not put in a pocket. Why, you're the Howe came in lo see her, and to Inthe
tune?
(
HU
(TO
0.TINL'i:li
spect the halcony, now finished.
in its best condition. Highway
hair.
person !"
Iiui Sidney anil I.e Moyne laid a
"Vim don'l mean that !"
"I was afraid you might think it
STILL
LIFE.
A Misguided Patriot.
ASSERTS MULES LOVE MUSIC
"I
together lirst.
il. nil right. If it wasn't presumptuous," he said. "I haven't
"There goes a stout party worker."
lor In- folks. I'd jump in the river. I any rigid, of course. And then, your
There was u change in Sidney. I.e
NUMBERS OF COUNTRY ROADS
"So they say."
A
Phono-grapCalifornia Farmer Has His
mother said you wouldn't he offend- Moyne was quick to see il. She was a
"You ought to hear his wife's opin"
trille subdued, with a puzzled look In
ed -Play When He Is Trainion."
Iowa State Highway Commission Suging Them.
"Iaui't apologize for making me so her blue eyes. Her loll was lender,
"Yes?"
gests That City Plan Be Used-Ca- pital
happy!" she cried. "It's wonderful, as always, but he thought it drooped.
"She says If ho would work for his
Central Point.
Thi' Colorado farmer who gets more
really. And the lillle hand is for There was a new atmosphere of wist- family more and his party less, she
low many queer things you fulness about the girl that made his milk from his cows by giving them a wouldn't have to run u
pulses:
boarding
Numbering of country roads and
dash of grand opera and a lilt of rag- house."
heart ache.
know I"
residences so that every road and
on
time
his
is
not
il
pioin
alone
went
phonograph
the
After that she must pin it on, and
little
They
parlor
country home may be Instantly lo
slip in to stand hefore his mirror and with its brown lamp and blue silk neer In this novel fleld of farm effThe Practical Side.
cated, Is advocated by the service bul
t the result.
l
shade. K. never smoked In the parlor, iciency.
It .,ave I.e Moyne
"Ah !" exclaimed the poetical perletin of the Iowa state highway coma queer thrill to see her there III the but by sheer force of habit he held
(ieorge A. fiago of Suiter county, son, "Hark to the footbeats of the
mission, which is just off the press.
claims
to
"mube
the
first
California,
in
his
teeth.
room, among his hooks and his pipes. the pipe
rain. Tis a pleasant sound."
The system advocated was originally
It made him a lit
"And how have things been going?" sical fanner."
sick, too, In view
"Umph," replied tlie crusty landlord.
suggested last June.
raises
He
mules
and
horses.
asked Sidney practically.
of tomorrow and the thousand-od(iage
to"So fur as I'm concerned, the
In the system suggested, the Rectlon
a
on
hox
has
music
his
farm and
big
"Your steward has little to report.
morrows when she would not he there,
of the ruin are merely a prewhich the state capltol Is located
upon
he
hand
plays
"I've kepi you up shamefully," she Aunt Harriet, who left you her love,
pieces, preferably sooth- lude to the footheuts of tenants, hurryis considered the central point and nil
melodies
Is
and
said at last, "and you gel up so early. has had Ihe complete order for the ing
waltzes, when he
roads are numbered north, enst, south
ing to my ofllce to complain about
I shall write
I thought I'd ask breaking his mule colts.
you a note from the hos- Loreiiz trousseau.
roofs leaking."
nnd west from this. Using the base
"Mules love music," said Gage. "I
pital, delivering a lillle lecture on ex- you about tile veil. We're, rather in
map nppearing in the bulletin, one
At the Opery House.
travagance hecause how can I now, a quandary. Do you like this new discovered that ten years ago when I
can easily locate the number of his
with this joy shining on nie? And fashion of draping the veil from be- drove P.cnjniiiin Harrison tlie ornerl-es- t "In the last act the villain was shot
road and house.
old mule you ever saw to Yuba and writhed on the floor for
about how to keep Katie in order hind the coiffure In the hack "
"A moving picture man was out here
The system is so arranged that
nearly five
when a brass band was playing.
City
ahout your socks, ami all sorts of
heen
had
on
Ihe
minutes."
Sidney
sitting
edge
trying to take some pictures of life on practically every road bears the same
hud
'Tlie
mule
one
con
of
his
And
and
her
now,
balky,
of
creat"I
would
good night."
things.
call that
the farm, but he left kinder discourchair, staring.
presume you
The
designation across the state.
"1 here," she said
"I knew it This trary spells that day, and I could hard ing a heavy atmosphere?"
She had moved to the door, and he
aged."
numbering system does not In any
And
followed her. stooping a Utile to pass house is fatal! They're making an old ly do a thing with Benjamin until we
he succeeded all right By
"Yes.
"Pictures not a success?"
way Interfere with the use of the
w oman of
under tlie low chandelier.
"Not entirely. He couldn't ketch the names of organized tourist routes
you already." Her tone was got to Yuba City. Y'ou'd never believe tlie time he finished flopping ubout the
It
I
if
told
n
the
few
you
change
just
"liood ntglll." said Sidney.
air was thick with dust."
hired man in motion."
such as Lincoln hlghwny anil others.
tragic.
"IhmhI hy and (Jod bless you."
lie sucked calmly nt bis dead pipe. hand selections made in that animal.
Prom
until
that
death
day
Benjamin's
She went out, ami he closed the door
Katie has a new prescription
His Turn.
Federal-AiTalented Assistant
Road Act
for bread. It has inure bread and he was tlie gentlest, lovlagest old mule
"Pa, I heard ma tell her friends that
"Now, that was what I call realism
Under the federal-nisoftly hehiml her.
roud net. withever
see.
to
want
would
you
her silk gown came from a worm, and on the stage. The villain's death rat- in the next five years $100,000,000 will
fewer airholes. One cuke of yeast "
me
an
"That
Idea.
When
gave
then she laughed nnd said you gave it tle was positively blood curdling."
CHAPTER VIII.
he spent by federal and state govern
Sidney sprang to her feet.
"It's perfectly terrible:" she cried. break my mule colts now I always have to lier. Now she wants another one."
"True, but don't give tlie villain ments In improving rural roads.
the
phonograph play. It seems to at
"So I was the worm, eh? Well, just credit for It. That noise was made In
Sidney never forgot her early Im- "Hecause you rent n room in this house
tlie wings by a versatile stage hand."
Cost of Country Roads.
pressions of the hospital, although is no reason why you should give up tract the mule's attention from the tell her the worm has turned."
harness nnd wagon.
The amount of money spent on
they were chaotic enough at lirst. your personality and your your Intel"Horses don't seem to be affected
Realistic Touch.
Easy Money.
country roads In the United States
She Opened It With Excited Finqers. There were uniformed young women ligence. Mother says you water the much. But mules are nearer human
"I nm workiug my way through col"What's the dancer doing now?"
(lowers every morning, and lock up
Increased from $23 per mile In 1004 to
coming and going, cllicient,
"She's iiortraying the advance of $109 in 1915.
find when 1 said I'd heen to see oilier low of voice. There were long vis- the house before you go to bed. I I than horses anyway."
lege."
avers
also
his
chickens
!
like
do
Gage
How
earn
"Brave
meant
to
never
autumn."
Honrs
tas
you
of
the
I
you
Rlrls.
and lines of beds.
What do
girl
want with other
adopt
shining
family!
"I see. And those young women folK. removed his pipe and gazed ear phonograph music, but would not go money ?"
There were brisk internes with duck
KMs? I want you !"
Idea of Good Roads.
on
record
as
made
the
saying
ragtime
father
"Weil,
"This is wild, silly talk. You'll he clothes and brass buttons, who eyed nestly into the bowl.
Another Idea of good roads is to
gives me $10 for every lowing her are, I presume, milliners'
more
hens
I
any
eggs.
lesson
don't
lay
take."
assistants."
her with friendly, patronizing glances.
'ISill Taft lias had kittens under the
have them without ragweed borders.
singing
sorry tomorrow."
There were bandages and dressings. porch," lie said. "And tlie grocerymnn
"It's the truth," doggedly.
to
Genius.
Affront
Good Advice.
Itut he made a clutch ut his
and great white screens, behind which has been sending short weight. We've
Shed Cheaper Than Feed.
Durability of Sycamore.
"Did you ever see a poet In a fine
One of the most durable woods is
Knox Are you engaged In the same
Sheds are cheaper than feed. Build
lie was acting like a crazy were played little or big dramas, bought scales now, and weigh every
business you were In last year?
some now. Have a place for every
baths or deaths, as the case might be. thing.
sycamore. A statue made from It, now frenzy?"
oy. and lie was a man, all of twenty-twI
BIox Yes. And I am at the same living thing, from the old dog up to
in the museum of Gizeh, at Cairo, Is
And over nil brooded the mysterious
"Only once."
"Ycu are evading the question."
"Was
at
he
the
time?"
old stand still.
composing
the most valuable horse.
"When are yon going to the hosp- authority of the superintendent of tlie
"Dear child, I am doing these things believed to be nearly six thousand
"No. He had just been mistaken
Knox At the same old standstill,
ital?"
training school, dubbed the Head, for because I like to do them. For for years old. It Is entirely sound and
for a chauffeur."
eh? Why don't yon advertise and stir
"Tomorrow."
short.
Public Country Roads.
some time I've been floating, and now natural in appearance.
"Is that Wilson's hospital T"
The total length of public country
Twelve hours n day, from seven to I've got a home."
things up a bit?
Frenzied Finance.
"Yes."
roads In the United States Is 2,452,000
seven, with the
intermission,
Sidney gazed helplessly at Ills imThey Escape.
"Here is an article," said the assist- Alas for his resolve! The red haze Sidney labored at tasks which revolted
Sura.
miles, of which 277,000 miles were)
perturbable face. He Keeined older
"How true it is."
and editor, who was busy looking over
"Do you subscribe to the theory that surfaced in some way.
of jealousy came again. "Y'ou'll be see-I- n her soul. She swept and dusted the than she had recalled him: the hair
"What?"
a pile of manuscript, "on The Inner love is a chemical reaction?"
him every day, I suppose."
wards, denned closets, folded sheets over his ears was almost white. And
"That the rain falls alike on the
"I dnre say. I shall also be seeing und towels, rolled bandages did ev- yet he was
workings of a Bank'."
"No," replied the sincere young perPoultry Essential.
That was just and the unjust."
just
thirty.
"Is It from an
or an ex- - son. "But I believe love should b
Good ventilation is essential fof luo
twenty or thirty other doctors, and a erything but nurse the sick, which was Palmer Howe's age, and Palmer
"How about those who work In the
burglar?" queried the chief.
hundred or so men patients, not to what she had come to do.
able to stand the add test."
cessful poultry-keepinseemed like a boy. But be held hioi- - subway?" Inquired the New Yorker.
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He was a famous man who had lost

himself through fear, but found

courage in

Rinehart
Mary Roberts
tells the story
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WOODPECKERS' BAND.

"Well," said Daddy, "whnt will the
story be ulmut this evening?"
"Hirds," suggested Nancy.
"How does that suit you, Nick?"
asked Duddy.
"That will be fine," said Nick.
"Here
"All right," snld Daddy.
goes: The Woodpecker Family were
around ou various Trees drumming,
drumming on the Bnrk. Mr. Hairy
Woodpecker, Mr. Downy Woodpecker
and Mr.
Woodpecker were
all hard at work.
" 'Let's start a Band,' suggested Mr.
Hairy Woodpecker.
"'What's that you say?' asked Mr.
Woodpecker, who had
been so busy at Work that ho hadn't
beard what Mr. Hairy Woodpecker had
suggested.
"'A Hand,' repeated Mr. Hairy
Woodpecker.
"'What sort of a Hand?' asked Mr.
Woodpecker.
" 'Yes,' said Mr. Downy Woodpecker,
'tell us about It."
" 'In the first place our Hills not
only mnke splendid Tools for the Work
we have to do In the trees, destroying
the Had Insects which would otherwise
eat into the Trees and kill them,' said
Mr. Hairy Woodpecker, 'but our Hills
would do excellently for beating the
Drums in a Hand.'
" 'Where would we get the Drums?'
asked Mr. Ited-- I leaded Woodpecker.
"'The Trees, of course, you Silly!'
said Mr. Hairy Woodpecker.
" 'Oh, yes, yes,' said Mr.
Woodpecker.
"And Mr. Downy Woodpecker said,
'Of course, of course. The Trees will
be our Drums.'
"'We'll get the other Birds to help
us for a bund must have something
else besides Drums,' continued Mr.
'We'll get the
Huiry Woodpecker.
Goldfinches and the Mocking Birds
because they can do almost anything
we want them to in the Band. And
we'll get the Bobolinks, the I'hoebe
and Chickadee Fumilies, all of the
Warbler and Vlreo families and the
Robins, of course. Then I think we'll
ask the Orioles, the Whlppoorwills,
the Thrush Family and the Song Sparrows.'
"'Oh,' said both Mr.
Woodpecker and Mr. Downy Woodpecker, 'that will make a perfect Bund.
We will have every kind of n sound
you cun Imagine, and we should have
lots of different sounds In a Band.'
" 'Grown-Up- s
don't say sounds,' corrected Mr. Hairy Woodpecker;, 'they
say instruments.'
"'Well,' said Mr. Downy WoodpeckWe're Birds.
er, 'we're not Grown-Ups- .
So let's say sounds!'
" 'AH right,' agreed Mr. Hairy Woodpecker.
" 'We will ask the Birds at once,
won't we?' asked Mr.
Woodpecker.
" 'Yes, the sooner we get started the
better it will be. We need to have
Practice.'
"The Woodpeckers beat upon the
trees so steadily and so very, very
d
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hard, that all the Birds came flying
from far and near to see what was the
natter.
"The Birds who went to the Woods
found Mr.
Woodpecker
still pounding on the old tree he had
chosen for his new nest. He liked to
work where the bnrk was soft. Mr.
Hairy Woodpecker was working hard
In the woods also, and Mr. Downy
Woodpecker was digging Into an old
apple tree for the Woodpeckers like
old trees best.
"And Mr. Sapsucker, Mr. Crested
Woodpecker and Mr. Flicker Woodpecker had all Joined in beating the
Drums I
"'Why are you making so much
noise?' asked the other Birds as they
arrived.
"'We want to hove a Band,' said
Mr. Hairy Woodpecker, 'and we will
beat the drums.'
Wood"'Yes, said Mr.
pecker, 'we want to have a Bird Band
the finest ever known.'
"'And Just what do you want us to
do?' asked Mr. Robin Redbreast, who
was always eager to help.
"'You must all sing.'
"'But we all sing so differently,'
some of them chirped.
"Oh, said Mr. Hairy Woodpecker,
'I never thought about that. But never
mind, you can have little parts you can
sing alone and other choruses where
you all sing together. I'm sure it will
be a very fine Band after we have
practiced.'
"Well. said Robin Redbreast, If
the Bird Band Isn't to be the Finest
tn the land, nt least we'll make a
Cheerful Noise' I"
d

d

The Difference.
The only reason that the left band
Is such a comparatively useless organ
Is that the right hand does the work.
Any child, encouraged from babyhood
to use the left hand, would find It as
useful as its brother. Often the difference between the girl who Is capable
and efficient, and another who Is in
competent and unreliable. Is not a
question of endowment at all. It Is
altogether due to the fact that one
girl has done the work while the other
baa looked on. Girl's Companion.

BEST BREAD

MADE AT HOME SUPERIOR
TO BAKERS'.

THAT

When Yeast It in Good Condition It
Not a Matter of Difficulty to Turn
Out a Splendid Article-So- me

The studies for the first tilx months
this year are devoted to the gospel
of John; the remaining portion of the
of

year to II Kings, K7.ru ami Neliemlah,
being a study with the prophets. One
yeur from now we begin the new
uniform lessons" recently
"graded
adopted by the reorganized International Lesson committee.
John was younger than his brother,
James, anil lived to be the oldest of the
apostles, dying somewhere between A.
I. 03 and !8. His name means
"Peace," though he Is suruamed the
"son of thunder" (Mark 3:17). Five
of the New Testament books bear his
name. He blended the gentleness of u
dove with the force and vision of an
eagle." The purpose of his gospel is
clearly staled (eh. Ii0::i1). Only about
8 per cent of It Is found In the other
times the
three gospels. Seventy-siword "witness" Is used. The word
"father" occurs 111) times and the
name "Jesus" 1MU times.
I. The Word (vv.
Words utter
thoughts; a word Is an expression of
an Inaudible and invisible thing. As
the Word, Christ is Creator (ch. 14:'.;
8:19), he is the source of light. "The
word is God heard ; the life Is God felt,
and the light is God seen" Moody.
This eternally existing person Is called
the Word because in him God fully expresses or reveals himself. The Bible
Is the written word because In it God
speaks and reveals himself through
this person who Is the eternal Word
(Heh. 1 :!!). The first verse brings out
the fact that there are at least two
persons In the Godhead, the one divine
person in company with whom the
word was, and the word, himself, was
God ; that is, was also a divine person.
He who by his incarnation became our brother and our savior was
first our creator and the creator of all
things, and apart from him not anything came into existence. The Word
did not become the light of men by his
Incarnation In Jesus of Nazareth. He
was ever the Light of Men. The light
that shone In the Old Testament time
shone from him. When sin came, night
came. Conditions of the world since
the full have been that of dense spiritual and Intellectual darkness, but in
the midst of this universal darkness
there has always been a light. Our Savior must first of all be divine, having
all knowledge and power. He must
have also life which can create and
maintain existence. He must also be
light, for deai minds cannot know nor
dead souls see.
II. The Witness (vv. C IO). John the
Baptlzer came for a witness. He was
not the light.
Some might have
thought him to be the promised Messiah. This he denied. He was a lamp
which held forth light to men concerning the true light "which llghteth every
man that comet h Into the world." He
reflected light (v. 8). John told all that
he knew. Testimony will expand as
The spoken
enlarges.
experience
word of man must confirm the experience of the word in our lives. John
was n wonderful man, a man whom
God delighted to honor, but lie wus a
innn. Men are not asked to believe
blindly, but always upon u ubuudance
of testimony.
This
III. The World (vv.
world was created by Jesus, and
throughout Its existence lie has been
in the world, though the world knew
him not. This living light had been
coming Into the world, und was not
fully come until he was manifest to
Israel lit the baptismal net of John.
In order to be made manifest the
"Word was made flesh" in the person
of Jesus. The world did not apprehend
the light (v. .r) nor did the world which
he was In and which was made by him
(v. 10). Kven his own people, literally
his own household servants, I. e. Israel,
received him not to themselves, but
whoever receives him, even the vilest
sinner of earth, and takes him into his
heart to be all Jesus desired to be, savior, lord, teacher, friend, that instant
he becomes a child of God. We cannot
attempt to explain this mystery. The
union of spirit and body was in one
person, a sample fact ; though unexplained, still true. The union of God
with n human body, forming one person, Christ Jesus, sometimes spoken of
separately, sometimes as a whole,
sometimes as divine, sometimes ns human. We cannot divide his activities
into two sections and say tills is divine
and this is human; they are inexplicably blended into one. This Christ
really dwelt among us. He did not
merely appear to some persons, or
come In a vision, and yet his abode
among us was only temporary, only a
few years, and we beheld his glory, the
glory of the only begotten Son. The
world expected a Messiah and his own
creation, his own Inheritance received
him not, rejected him, opposed him,
crucified him, their lord, savior, king
and niesslah. Those who received him
and believed on his name became sons.
To be a child of God we must be
born into the nature and character of
God, into his spiritual life. We aremembers of his family. We are under
a peculiar, loving care, dwelling under
the shadow of his almighty wing. We
have a share In his beautiful home.
We are heirs of all things through
him, his joy, his love, his character and
his blessing and the privileges of working for him and with him. We become
heirs by being born of God, not of
blood, physical descent nor Inheritance,
for the best of parents cannot bestow
this gift upon their children.
Not by our own efforts or exertions
nor the will of the flesh, not by the
will of men, through wisdom and man's
highest poyers of Intellect, but of God,
x

The Ktrcnm in woman s Real

What Is Known as the Dressmakers' Dress Has Won Immediate
Favor by Its Originality and Beauty Smart Peplum Blouse
of Satin Has Hat Bordered With a Fringe of Ostrich.

li

Hint.
of University of Missouri.)
Homemade bread, If well made, is to
(Bulletin

be preferred over bakers' bread, according to Miss Addle D. Root of the
Missouri College of Agriculture. The
condition of the yeast used In
Is more Important than the
kind of yeast. If yeast Is allowed to
stand in a dusty place or Is put Into an
unsterllized vessel, It will collect bacteria and the bread will have a sour,
linplensant taste. All utensils and
Ilipilils should be scalded before using.
Yeasts are small plants which need
nlr. Flour, therefore, should be lidded
slowly and beaten Into the liquid thor
oughly to Incorporate air. Sugar Is
food for the yeast plant and if given to
It will hasten Its growth.
If dough Is too still', a harsh, crumbly
bread results. The least amount of
Hour possible to avoid a Micky dough,
gives the best bread.
The quick even stroke in kneading
counts for more :han the strength put
A thorough kneading dis
into It.
tributes
the yeast plants evenly
throughout the dough anil results in
bread of the best texture ns the gas
bubbles rise evenly. Dough should be
kneaded until it lias a s oth velvety
If kneaded longer than 110
surface.
minutes, the elastic quality Is com
pletely destroyed.
Yeast plants thrive nt a temperature
of from 7!l to !)," degrees Fahrenheit.
When dough. Is set to rise. It should
be placed in a clean bowl. If the bowl
is covered tightly and an oven temperature innintiilned, It Is not necessary
either to oil or moisten the surface to
prevent n crust from forming. If the
temperature Is too high, the bread will
be dark, coarse and sour. If the dough
Is chilled while rising, the volume will
be smaller, the texture rubbery, and
an undesirable crust will form. Best
results are obtained when dough Is
kept at n gentle, warm, even temperature until it Is twice Its bulk, and then
worked.
Baking requires ns much care as
mixing, kneading and rising. The temperature of the oven should be UtiO
degrees Fahrenheit when the bread Is
placed in it. It should be allowed to
rise after fifteen minutes and lowered
after thirty minutes. The bread should
begin to brown in patches during the
first fifteen minutes and should have
an even, brown surface after thirty
minutes. If the dough Is not twice Its
original bulk or as light as desired, It
may be allowed to finish rising in the
lireud-makin-
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We Want a Bird Band.

HAVE

oven.

Fancy Cream Cheese Service.
Cream cheese nowadays is being seasoned in all sorts of ways after being
softened a little with cream and butter. Pimentos are dried, stuffed wit h
a rat Iter highly senspned cheese, so
prepared and chilled, then cut in slices
to serve as a highly ornamental garnish for u salad, Increasing Its food

There la no true work ever done
The nrttHt whose
without enthusiasm.
heart Is cold Is a mere artisan. With
no wide reaching affection and no uplifting ideal we make 'ifo a treadmill
and of our duty an unwelcome drudgery. 1'hllip Moxoin.

The "dressmakers' dress," which Is
heralded as the Incoming mode, cannot
full to win over admirers when It Is
presented In models ns chic as that
Nothing less than genius
pictured.
ever succeeded In making a
dress of such originality and beauty,
MORE MILK DISHES.
It Is n Rood and safe rule to sojourn
that is equal to doing the duty of a
tn every place aa if you meant to spend
suit. Note Unit there Is a double
your life there, never omitting an opFor economy let us use more nillk.
skirt, with the overskirt full and thut
portunity of doing a kindness, or
It Is a valuable food and one quart
speaking a true word, or muking a
the bodice opens over an embroidered
even at 15 cents has as
friend. John Kiiskln.
vest. The vest and overskirt provide
much nutrition ns
as much warmth as the coat In a coat
of a pound of
GOOD SANDWICH
FILLINGS.
suit.
beefsteak which has a
In the picture, the underskirt seems
Peanut butler mixed with whipped
large amount of waste.
narrower than it really Is. This effect
Is without waste,
.Milk
cream Is a tilling well liked by those Is
more u matter of straigliter lines
who enjoy peanut butter.
therefore a most economIf ski
ical food.
Ripe Olive Sandwiches.
of
used largely, when set
Chop a
ting the sponge fur bread, the prodripe olives with one
uct will be more highly nutritious, less
sweet,
pepper,
green
cream
with
combine
shortening Is used and a tasty loaf
will result.
cheese which lias been
moistened with French
Potato Soup. Conk ami mash three
dressing.
inciliiini sized potatoes. In a quart of
Sandwiches.
Sweet
milk, skim milk may be used, add a
of
('lion u
slice of onion and a stalk of celery;
"
raisins, one cupful of
scald ami remove the vegetables, pour
sauce- walnuts, a fourth of a cupful of grated
over the uiiislied potato. In
of grated
pan Hit two tablespoonfuls of butter, coconut and a tahlcspuonl'ul
mix
with thick, sweet
If the milk Is skimmed, one if whole chocolate;
milk is used; add two Itihlcspoonl'uls cream.
Green olives chopped line and mixed
of Hour, a tcaspoiiurul of salt, and
Figs and nuts or
when well blended add a little cold Willi mayonnaise.
and
milk and pour It into the soup. ISoil nuts and dates, finely chopped
mixed.
Nuls and raisins, chopped line.
up and serve piping hot with toasted
orange iniinniilade, Jelly, grated
crackers.
Willi browned almonds,
Cream of Tomato Soup. In a suiicc-pa- n maple sugar
F.qual parts of grated
melt three tnhlcspiionfuls of but- finely chopped.
cheese and nuts, chopped.
Swiss
ter, add three ami a half tablespoonI Hitch
cheese mixed with chopped
fuls of Hour anil stir until smooth, add olives.
a teaspoouful of salt, a tcuspoouful
celery with mayoni chopped onion, then mid a plot of naise.
Add
canned tomatoes, mixing well.
Ham mixed with chopped pickle and
soda and onion, return to the lire after
F.qual parts of ham, celery
celery.
straining and pour this mixture, slight- and mayonnaise. Cold roast chicken,
half roast beef, or cooked
ly cooled into tt cupful and
oysters, chopped
of milk. Reheat and serve hot. Do
line.
not boil or the soup will curdle.
Lettuce leaves and mayonnaise,
Cheese Soup. Scald a quart of ('ream cheese, French dressing, ami
milk, add a slice of onion, a blade of lettuce.
mace, and a pepper pod. Melt two
One cupful of cold roast chicken,
tablespoonfuls of butter In a sauce- three olives, one pickle, a tablespoonpan, add the same amount of Hour, ful of capers, all minced line and
when well blended add the milk, re- mixed with
mayontuiise.
moving the seasonings, and cook until
eggs and watercress,
creamy. Just before serving add a finely chopped, mixed with softened
half cupful of grated cheese, two egg butter.
yolks, well beaten, salt and pepper
Maraschino cherries ami nut meats,
to taste, stir nntil the cheese Is meltCottage cheese and
chopped line.
ed. Serve ut once.
cherries.
mixed
The cream soups which are so
('renin cheese and
nourishing anil which are made of to a cream, guinco Jelly and walnut
various vegetables may all bo made meats, chopped. Cream cheese, chives
HERALDING
with skim milk, adding a little more and chopped green peppers.
butter to the flour for the binding,
Grated cheese, seasoned with salt, than scant materia!. It Is full enough
thus giving the food its right balance pepper, mustard and anchovy paste. for comfortable walking. The overof fat.
Cheese with chopped olives und skirt Is laid in four plaits at each
tide of the front and In box plaits
pickles lidded.
r
neross the buck. It Is bordered at the
The
must till many
will
niches in tier home an,! at the same
A homn Imsed on right principles
front with six narrow folds of silk,
beor
time have the anility to direct with
No
living
ostentation
be simple.
and they give It n very slight flare at
entere

Ilk-i- s

half-cupf-

hu!f-cupl'-

"

11

Finely-choppe-

11

lliird-cooke-

c

THE INCOMING MODE.

home-make-

force ami initiative
of the household.
GOOD

ull

I

tie

business

EATING.

Bananas are like the poor, always
for the finish to a
simple luncheon or for a substantial with us, and the many ways that this
wholesome fruit may be
mouthful for an afternoon tea Is the
served Is legion.
following: Spit Boston crackers ami
Rice
Pie.
Banana
toast them. Soften cream cheese with
cream or even with milk, put thrftugh
enough peeled bulimias to
fill a cup.
To this add
n pastry tube onto each half of the
half a cupful of sugar,
cracker, completely filling It with a
two tablespoonfuls of mobit of
rosette. You may sprinkle
lasses or the grated rind
paprika in the middle of u tiny bit of
and juice of half a
pimento.
lemon, half a teaspoouful of salt, one beaten
Riced Oyster Soup.
of a tea- Drain four dozen oysters in a colanegg,
der; pour the Juice Into a soup kettle; spnouiul ol cinnamon, half a cupful
add
teuspoonful of black of milk, and a third of u cupful of
pepper; let come to a boll ; skim when cream. Mix all together thoroughly
near boiling point. In u saucepan boll und bake until firm in a pie plate
one quart of milk. When the milk be- lined with pastry.
gins to boll pour It into the oyster
Nougatine Cake. Make a fine, light
juice; drop into tile combination a butter cake und bake in a shallow
of 1111 Inch
tablespoonful of butter In which two pan about
tablespoonfuls of boiled rice have been thick when done. Cut this Into squares
rubbed. Stir the soup constantly to and cover both top ami sides with
prevent burning. As soon ns It comes a creamy thick chowUte frosting,
to a bull the second time throw In the filled with minced add browned aloysters and let scald until the edges monds. The nuts tire ground line and
curl and separate. Drop salt, pepper, then browned und sprinkled thick Ina tablespoonful of butter and a sprig to the frosting.
of parsley into the soup tureen; pour
Mexican Rabbit. Melt n tablespoonthe soup into It and serve immediately. ful of butter In a saucepan, add half u
pound of American cheese, cut tqi In
Delicate Indian Pudding.
tine bits; stir until the cheese melts,
Boil one quart of milk, sprinkle into udd
s
of a cupful of
It two heaping teaspoonfuls Indian
and a large red pepper, cut In
meal, stirring all the time to keep squares or shreds; then add the yolks
from scorching. Cook 12 minutes, mid or two eggs, beaten, and mixed with
one tenspj.nnful butter. Bent all to- half a cupful of thick tomato puree,
gether three eggs, one teuspoonful half a teuspoonful of salt, and half
salt, four tuhlcspoonfuls sugar,
a tetispiMinful of paprika; stir conteasMHinful ginger. Add gradually stantly until the mixture is thick and
to the .nilk. Hake slowly one hour. smooth. Have ready four slices of
Serve with whipped cream, sweetened toasted breed, toasted on one side only.
with powdered sugar und one
Cut a clove of garlic in halves and
vanilla. This is very deli- touch the untonsted side of the hot
cious.
bread here and there with the garlic;
pour over the rabbit und serve at
English Tea Cake.
once. A carefully poached egg may lie
f
Take one cupful sugar,
cup- set above each slice, which will furful butter (melted), one teuspoonful nish a hearty meal.
each of nutmeg, clove and cinnamon
Graham Bread. Make a soft sponge
one cupful sour milk, two cupfuls flour, of one
cupful of warm milk, one
one tensHxnful soda
of sugar, one teaspoonful of
jne cupful raisins.
a tablespoonful of butter, one- salt,
Mix the sugar and spices together,
third of a yeast cake, dissolved In a
add the butter and cream well. Put fourth of a
of warm water, and
soda in the sour milk and add tn the white flour cupful
to make a thick batter.
mixture, stir In the flour, and last the Cut the dough with a knife after
raisins, well floured. No eggs.
beating it well and letting It stand
of a
overnight, then add
Pond Lily Salad.
of milk, three tablespoonfuls of
Boil six eggs thirty minutes. When cupful
molasses, a half teaspoonful of soda
cold remove shells and cut eggs In and
flour to make a thick batCut whites In ter. graham
halves crosswise.
Knead with white flour; let rise.
on
resemble
and
to
petnls
lay
strips
small lettuce leaf, with
yolk
Shred the largest lettuce
In center.
Longfellow Read Law.
In
of
bottom
The poet Longfellow read law In his
leaves, arrange
platter
letthen
the
over,
father's office, but never practiced. He
lay
pour dressing
tuce leaves and egg and garnish with was only twenty-eigh- t
years old when
radishes.
he became professor at Harvard university, and he had previously been
Wire Rods.
professor at Bowdoln college.
or
a
or
Often In country bungalow
to
we
desire
put up
in the attic loft
Sapleigh'a Estimate.
curtains, but do not care to spend
"I hope. Miss Ethel, I am
Sapleigh
any extra money for curtain rods. not taking up too much of your valuStrings will sag after a time, but an able time." Miss Ethel "Oh. I assure
rod la a
excellent substitute for
you, Mr. Sapleigh. that the time I spend
wire stretched tight
slth you Is of bo value whatever."

pretty

woman of fashion must hnve something that is not too wurm, but warm
enough, to meet the most unexpected
wind that blows, and It is liable to be
a "Northern" In Florida or a "Sou'wester" In colder climes.
Here is a new peplum blouse of sntln
with a smart hat of the same material to keep it company. The peplum
really deserves Its name, with Its skirt
reaching almost to the thigh. It fastens at one side, along the shoulder and
under the arm, and like other new garments its first impression makes 011a
wonder how the lady got into It. The
collar Is u reinniuil
wide velvet-lineof winter fashions and the short

three-quarter- s

value.
A

when double its hulk, buke 45
minutes.
Peas in Potato Cups. Make small
cups of mashed potato, brush with egg
anil brown, till with creamed peas und
ser
at once.
ami

yond fine's means: simplicity In
tainment. In 11IT1 ring freely of what one
has to mends, without apology or explanation.
SOUR CREAM

DISHES.

Ihing

11

one-thir- d

one-fourt- h

three-quarter- s

corn-me-

three-fourth-

one-ha-

one-hal-

three-fourt-

the bottom.
The bodice

satin-covere- d

is an affair for an expert dressmaker to describe, and the
anlnltliiteil fashion reporter can only
narvel at it. It Is drafted awuy from
:he vest nt the waistline and
with folds of silk that extend
hemselves to the skirt. A tali of
lends a line of bright color to
lie sednle tones of the cloth and silk
'olds and repeats the design (of
Aliieli there Is a glimpse) that covers
he vest. Tile bodice appears to be In
me piece, with the skirt nt the back.
Full straight sleeves are shirred in
it the wrists and bordered with fur,
s
ind a soft mulller collar of fur
the throat. Any of the soft wool
rubrics might be used in a dress of
Bags in Bright Colors.
his kind, and It Is more than likely
The arm hag, a gorgeous thing of
hat we shall see It made In satin.
The hut worn with It Is n Hussian silk, metal braid, luces and bead emortui-neiite-

tablespoonfuls or half a cupful
of sour cream Is valuable these days,
and should be used with
economy.
Sour Cream Salad
Dressing. Whip a cupful of sour cream with n
little lemon juice or pineapple juice for flavoring,
season with salt, a little
sugar ami use on fruit or
vegetables. When vegetables are used
for the salad a bit of red pepper, mus
tard or Worcestershire sauce may be
added. Sour cream may be substituted
for sweet cream In any salad dressing.
Cottage Cheese. Pour boiling water
over a dish of thick sour milk, which
will cook the milk enough so that It
may he drained tn u sieve. Season
with plenty 0 cream, salt, n dash of
red pepper and some melted butter,
If there's not enough cream to give It
richness. If plenty of boiling water
Is used, this method makes u tender
curd and Is quickly made.
Sour Cream Cookies. ('renin a half
cupful of butter, add one and n half
cupfuls of sugar, n half cupful of
sour cream, two eggs, n teaspoonful of
soda dissolved In the cream ; mix well,
add Hour to roll, sprinkle the top with
sugar.
Sour Cream Pie. This pie Is baked
with two crusts and Is delicious. Take
cupful each of sour cream, sugar,
raisins and one egg. n tablespoonful
of vinegar, n half teaspoonful each
ofsnlt. cinnamon and nutmeg, a fourth
of a teaspoonful of cloves.
White
With
Codfish
Sauce. A white sauce, using sour
cream: a cupful and a half for a sauce
fo serve three or four people Is sufficient. Melt a tablespoonful of butter
nnd when bubbling hot stir In two
tablespoonfuls of flour nnd a cupful
and a half of sour cream; conk until
heated through ; add shredded codfish
and serve. Delicious with baked potatoes.
An escalloped dish, using codfish,
white sauce, made with sour cream,
and sliced potatoes. Is very appetizing. Butter the dish, put in a layer
of the potatoes, then one of white
sauce, then a layer of fish, finish with
the potatoes nnd white sauce, with
buttered crumbs on top. The potatoes
are previously cooked.
A few

sleeves are harbingers of n new orin sleeves for the coining spring. Both of them are finished
buttons.
with small
Soutache braid, which has already
had a great vogue, decorates the lower
part of the blouse ami the peplum with
a simple scroll pattern. The braid Is
sewed along one edge In the manner
introduced by Paris milliners In the
present season. It does not lie Hat
to the garment and it makes an altogether satisfactory decoration for tailored hats as well as other things. The
short sleeves promise long gloves or
some other covering for the forearms.
The hat Is bordered with u fringe of
ostrich and Is untrimmed. It might bo
embellished with a pattern In soutacho
braid with very good effect.

der of things

pro-:ect-

Sour-Crea-

r
NEWEST IN PEPLUM BLOUSES.
Inspiration of sntln embroidered with
colored silks. This Is the last word In
custumes.
Hats have been matched up with
muff and neckpieces, with bags and
frocks, nnd now It remains for them
only to be matched up with blouses.
For early spring, and between seasons, or for the Journey South the

broideries. Is an absolute necessity to
brighten up the sober tailored costumes of broadcloth and velvet. Theso-arbags are all sizes and shapes.

Twisted Vanity Bag.
Select a small, round mirror and a
pair of niorogrnm embroidery hoops,
the smaller of wnich will Just fit the
mirror's rim. Cover the back of the
mirror with a scented silk sachet, and
around the small hoop plait a piece of
heavy taffeta silk or ribbon. Press
the plaits with a warm iron and sew
Then sew the plaits
up the bag.
smoothly to the other hoop and twist
the plaited silk until the opening Is
closed. Then slip the larger hoop
,v.t the smaller one and bold the silk

near the steam from

one-ha- lf

"Mother Ann."
"Mother Ann" was a friendly nickname given to a woman named Ann
Lee, an English woman, who came to
the United States during the revolutionary period and founded the sect
called Shakers. She was Illiterate, but
a good woman, a religious enthusiast,
and popular In her day.
Hard to Capture.
Obesity isn't always a handicap.
The fat Jobs seem to be the most

A Bit of Velvet.
Nnrrow black velvet edges many of
the flounces introduced on the skirts of
gowns.

a boiling kettle.
When It is slightly damp rest the
warm Iron over the top until it Is dry.
This will produce a permanent twist
to the plaited silk so thnt the bag will
readily twist itself closed.

To Trim Negligees.
novel and extremely
trimming seen on some of the new
negligees Is in fbe form of shower boo.
qnets of ribhor for all the world Ilk
the ends of rosettes failing from
bridal bouaueb
A

good-lookin- g

t

SCOTTISH

ip
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General and Personal
M

Kiss Agnes Canby, of Vaughn,
is visiting friends in the city.

LATE T. J. SAMFORO

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

Adopted by the Committee on Re
solutions December 22, 1916.

Jm.

Thoma

OFFERS BONUS

M. R OS WELL

RITE RESOLUTIONS

Whereas,
FOR THE NEW RAILROAD expressing

Sanford, St', K. C. C. H.
an All Wise Providence,
chanHis will through

CISURANCE, REAL ESTATE, SUZTY

CO

After the ceremony a reception took
place at the home of the brides

ANOTHER LEAF

mother Mrs. Fannie Baca on Marcy
Rv Helen M. Richardson
to the finite
nels incomprehensible
trppt uitivr th Newfv-WpH- a
is
leaf
book
another
life's
Within
mind, has deemed it expedient to
ceived the congratulations of their
Judge Clarence J. Roberts liai been
turned;
In Denver for the past few days.
remove from among us our beloved
rooms were beautifully
A R D
Y
II
y
we face a new and untried 'guests. The
James
The committee
of business men Master of Kadosh, Thomas
'decorated with cut flowers, holly
year,
and
buffet supSamuel Eldot. of Cbaraita was representing the city yesterday after Sanford,
all ttn" land m'stletoe. A dainty
in Its secrets and its purpose
per was served. At 8:10 Mr. and Mrs.
transacting business in the city last noon met M. V. Mossip in a further- Whereas, our Brother was born
guessed.
w
7.
1855.
his
of
discussion
Walton
to
proWichita, Kansas,
Seneca Countv, Ohio. October
proposition
left
Tuesday.
veil that hides
Iniotc the building of another line of He came to New Mexico in 1906 and No handus may lift the
where they will reside and with them
from
Mrs. Orrin A. Foster, Editor of railway to thc city from Mangum,! located in Eddy County. He removed Success or failure, and no feet save 'goes the very best wishes of their
jouocwinttooeBoaaoooaoooeaoBBoeeoooooasiec
the Republic of Las Cruccs, Is ibi ,Okla.
many friends for a long and happy
to Santa Fe in July, 1912, accepting
ours
life.
a responsible position in the off ce
the city.
sevTbe discussion at tbe meeting
tread our pathway, do our
the fact that there was no of the State Corporation Commis- jMay
eral tasks.
Ifiss May liergcre is visiting re- possible way to get together on thc sion, wlrch he held to the time of We sten into the New Year's outHe died suddenly and
Mrs. Wr"iam C. McDonald and
latives a"d friends in Albuquerque terms and conditions of a previous his death.
stretched
$2,500
$2,500
home And wonderarms,
this week.
if with all her luring daughter Mrs. Truman A. Spencer
proposed contract and Mr. Mossip painlessly on December 9 at h:s Monand Mis. Spencer's children left
reiiested the withdrawal of the pro-- i in Sayita Fe and was buried by
charms
A HOME which is valued at $5,000.00 and
tezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. and A. M., (Truer she'll prove than one we leave Monday morning for Carrizozo.
Ifiss T.ticy Clements, of T.as Vegas position from further consideration. on
the afternoon of December 12, behind.
from the
withdrew
can be bought for 50c on the dollar.
was visittiiy in the city the first of lie thereupon
meeting to permit the committee to, 1916, with the beauti'ul Masonic ' What we have gained from wrest-- l
the week.
adobe
Size of lot, 100x285 feet
(discuss a counter proposition which1 Ritualistic service, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Clark of Al'ing with defeat,
should
issue
from
the
and
new
electric
housewith
was
our
an
Brother
will
bath,
city.
Us
range.
lights,
give
Whereas,
strength
of
and
rind
A
tbe
dance
concert
A
Mavhip
O'O Miner
calde attended
family,
foes to meet
a;;reed to make a earnest and industrious toiler in the
given by the Elks New Year's Eve
Fuffird, Kansas are Santa FC visit st The committee
Good adobe barn and corral A dozen bearing
He was a 'ife With greater courage. Come, then, and the grand ball at the De Vargas
th'-rait;ht out bonus proposition to the Masonic vhicyard.
week.
i
fruit trees, asparagus bed. and smal' fruits.
F.
No.
80,
storm and stress.
gentleman, to be paid in full at thc member of Enid Lodge
by the Chamber of Commerce.
of a line of railway into and A. M was made a Royal Arch Uetent and taiinrc, or joy s mag c
C. S. Mitchell and wife of Cerril-lo- i. completion
TERMS: $500.00 down and the balance of
lie bonus uttered is ?UU Vasnn and a Knight Templar and
the city.
spell,
were visiting in the city the 000.
on a mortgage which runs for two
v as Fast Grand Fatron of the Oid.ii-o- To each or all the new year holds
$2,000.00
first of the week.
The Thirteen card club met withj.
Eastern Star, all in the state in store
B.
Prince
Mrs.
William
years.
r
in
Thursday
i;
welcome,
ot We reach our bands
of Ok'ahoma.
He was a memb.-The inv'tcd rruests were.!!
afternoon.
ick local liabrrdash- C W
for wc l.row
the Dedication ("lass of the Scc;-tis- h
.
F'eeher-CatronMrs.
C. A.
Mrs.
Thomas,
failour
Bradly
rr it;i. locking after business 'at NEXT SCOTTISH RITE
from
ac
Our truest bless'ngs
Rite. rccc:vin, the
Mrs.
W.
J. Barker and Mrs.
SmiiW Wednesday.
19
ures
18,
Reunion
held
November
the
grow,
N. M.
REUNION FN FEBRUARY
T.
VV. Giddings.
ami ?S. '9'2. and wns a menib'T of And that our share of happiness
"rd and f.miV,
I'rank R
will be
Bn'lut Abyad Temple of the Mystic
been viit!'ii' ..t l as Vegag
through
w'm hi
From 1; c moment of his What v.',. ae'iui'-Shrine.
rr'nniril brine Thursday.
The Reinrou nevt month promises initiation in the Scottish R'te system
Miss Kate Chaves a popular young
nntir-:iof
;
tin. best ever held, Thc he became fn active and an
to c one
Albu(iieriie lady arrived in the city .
c
1!.
work-inc
of
thc
ir
Catron various enmurttees have been
worker for the we'fare
c,,.tor Tliotn it
'Wednesday afternoon to attend the
i
bussinrss at
harfl to tiin.lc the Reunion a
' n'tt-Rite. For several Reunions nast ho Dinner Parly
wedding of Miss Ani'a Baca and Mr.
'
As ant'ouiiee'l last month the filler!
tbe respons:bIe
Robert - Walton. Miss Chaves will
TVi:rsd ly and Friday.
position of
olate is Motwl.'v. Tuesday and Wed- stage (lircrtor and bad charge of the Mr. t'nd Mrs. Thnrtcs B. Parker remain in the city unt I the last ot
'inditing effects. The honorarium of entertained friends Sunday noon at the week as a guest of Mrs. Fannie
nesday. February V). 20 and 21.
C. !.. ItatVd. of Roswell president
Baca at her home on Marcy Street.
Knight Commander of the Court of dinner.
d
An open rate of one and
of the catt'e s.initary board, is look-infare for the round trip has been se- - Honor was conferred uprn him it the
after business in the city.
All
Coal,
Lotincu
cured for the Reunion.
Anyone meetingin of the Supreme
October, 1915, and at the Presbyterian Aid
N.
Royal Arch Installation
M.,
The Rt. Rev. Frederick- 15. Howdcn, wishing to vis t the city at this time held
nf li s death was Master ot
Protestant F scona' Ristinp of New may take advantage of the rate. The time
The Presbyterian Ladies Aid will
of New Mexico Consistory
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, R. A. M.,
rate will apply from Trinidad, Colo., Kadosh
Mexico, was in the City Tuesday.
'be entertained by Mrs. Paul A. F. will hold a public installation of
No. 1, and
south and Kl Paso, Texas, north.
Palace Ave. the newly elected officers at the
Whereas, it seems strange and 'Walter at her home East
All indications
3 o'clock.
). T. F. Tannus, formerly of this
point to a large unreal
Blue Lodge Hall on the regular meet- that his active, genial per- Friday afternoon at
here
will
class
the
was
workers
and
now
of
degree
Albuquerque
city,
full of buoyant enthuing night T of the OChapter,
the first of thc week on a business be at tbe r best. The Reunion will sonality, hiss0
- Monday
All
PHONE 85 MAIN
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
o. rvu
uiciiiueia
ui
heart overflowing with
evening, January
be preceded by the usual organ recital siasm;
vi.it.
Wn
f
rtrlrrA
f, a
i
ncnl.
is no longer Guild Meeting.
his
fellow
for
love
men,
Cathedral
and concert given at the
is
Jcially invited to attend.
18. in our midst that his column
at thc on Sunday evening', February
Raton was represented
Tbe members of the Guild of the
broken and his light cntinguished
concerts
the
These
pubare
to
H.
W.
open
the Holy Faith will meet
Capital citv this week by
of and his soul with God who gave it; church of
Flake, I.. W. SneM and D P. Carl- - lic and are rapidly becoming one
at the residence of Mrs. Palen on Important Meetings.
.be it
therefore,
of
the
our
most
features
interesting
ton,
I'alice nvi'iuc Friday afternoon at
Resolved, that the
Reunions.
2 :50 o'cU ck.
The next regular meeting of the
Bodies of the Ancient and Accepted
in
session
The
being
legis'atnrc
M ss Cencvie
Harmon, who has 'will insure
Lodge of Perfection will be held
Scottish Rite of New Mexico, which
visnumber
of
a
Denlarger
to
been spending (be ho'id.tys at
Monday evening, January 15. This
than usual and the social feat- - our Brother loved so well, inwish
Iwll be a very important meeting
which Tuesday Evening Bridge.
ver, returned home the f'rst of the itors
of the Reunion will be some- - proclaim the h:gh esteem
urcs
K. W.
200 K. VV. 7c
and every member is urged to atv"ck.
Brother was held. From time Miss
iwbat more cleborate and attractive our
May Spitz entertained the tend. After the meeting the Lodge
immemorial it has been the custom
in the past.
ithnn
Club
her
at
K. W.
300 K. W. 6c
evening bridge
Perfection Corporation meeting
of individuals and organizations, by Tuesday
District Judge Abbott, who has
Besiks 01
on Palace Avenue.
vid be held and a Board of
orations and test'monials, to pay home
been vis ting and bidding court in
two
K. W.
were
5c
K.
W.
400
there
club
he
members
Directors for the ensuing year will
to tbe
the cit y returned
tribute to their honored dead. And
Friday
Mr Austin Brady anil Mrs. be elected.
in the Scottish Rite, one of its most guest
border.
THE CITY ELECTION
Fiske.
All in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
honored members lias entered into Eugene
The regular meeting of the ChapJANUARY THE 9TH. the Celestial Lodge above, where in
Dr. II. T. loy and family, who
iter. Council and Cons'story will be
the fulness of time he will be joined
Special Rates for Cooking.
have spent several months in the
held Friday evening. January 26. At
Department Meeting
by each and every one of us, and be
this meeting the officers of the
city, left Thursday for California to,
it
spend the winter.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
for the ensuing year will b
Thc Home and Child Welfare DeThe following candidates for thc
Resolved, that the Scottish Rite partment of the Santa Fe Woman's installed.
The elective ')t!;ceis arc
of
and
Peace
the
"f
Justice
L. Cooper,
extends to the widow of our honored Club held their regular meeting at 'as follows:
Robert
.ffis
If. B. Cerhart, of the field diflsion,
U. S. land office, left Wednesday Constable in the four different pre-fBrother, his relatives and many the home of Mrs. Frank Clancy Master of Kadosh; Lucius Dills,
f
follows:
arc
the
as
c,nts
of
Otero
sincere
symits
city
Nina
Mrs.
H.
a business trip in the southern
expression
friends,
Prior: John
Wagner, Preceptor:
Tuesday afternoon,
pathy, and may the soothing hand Warren presided.
Benjamin H. Gihhs, Chancellor; Alpart of the state.
WARD 17.
E.
of Time soon heal the heart wounds
bert
Dorff., Minister, of State;
caused by the death of our Brother;
Frederick Muller, Almoner; Chas. A.
Mrs. W. G. Shroup of Stuttgart,
GarAlberto
of
the
Peace,
and be it further
and Thus. Z.
Wheelon. Registrar,
Monday Bridge Club.
Ark., who has been visiting her Justic,
cia, Republican.
Resolved, that a copy of these ReWinter, Treasurer.
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